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INTRODUCTION 
   “ke<je!nxqbk<!keg<ogiV!Ogcz<jz< < < << < < << < < < !
! !! !ke<je!nxqbilz<!kiOe!ogMgqe<xie<< < < << < < << < < <”!
! !! ! ! ! ! ! .!kqV&zi<<<<!
  
 Man who identifies himself with nature is considered to know 
everything. Siddha science views man as a part and parcel of the Universal 
nature. He learns everything from nature, by observing it carefully. Abuse of 
nature’s law upsets the human system and hence diseases occur. Again it is 
nature that gives the solution. So, nature may be considered as the foremost 
Physician. 
 Medicine is not merely a science, but an art. The practice of medicine 
and the curing diseases are a sacred mission, as the art of medicine is a holy 
science. Medical science has been associated with religion and philosophy. The 
three systems of medicine that are practiced in India are Siddha, Ayurveda and 
Unani. 
“Prevention is better than cure” 
 
 Hence a separate chapter has been described in our system, for 
preventing the diseases, under the heading “Piniyanuga Vithi” 
             “kq{<{lqv{<Mt<Ot!sqg<g!umg<gilx<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! !! ! oh{<{qe<hi!ozie<< < << < << < <jxh<!ohVg<gilz<!< < << < << < < .!d{<[r<giz<< < << < << < <!
! !! ! fQi<s<SVg<gq!Olii<ohVg<gq!ofb<BVg<gq!B{<hui<kl<Q < < < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < < < <!
! !! ! OhVjvg<gqx<!OhiOl!hq{q< << << < ”!
! !! ! ! ! ! .!hkii<k<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!< < << < << < < !
 In this chapter, a complete plan about the daily, monthly, yearly duties 
of man to be followed in order to prevent the incidence of disease has been 
described clearly. In this way, Siddha system paves the way for a happy and 
healthy living. 
 
 A society can be healthy and progressive only when individuals living 
in it are taken care of, right from the time of birth. Siddha system goes a step 
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ahead and takes care of the individuals, right from the time of conception itself. 
The branch dealing with this is called as “Pillaipini Maruthuvam” or 
“Balavagadam”. 
 
  This dissertation is through study of the disease Manthakazhichal 
patients admitted in the Post Graduate department of Kuzhandai Maruthuvam 
at Government Siddha Medical College, Palayamkottai. 
 Although a large number of single and compound drugs for the 
treatment of Manthakazhichal are invariably found in Siddha literatures, easy 
available drug “VASAMBU CHOORANAM” was selected for this study.  
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
 Prevention and cure are basic aims of siddha system of medicine, 
which prevent disease by careful dieting and proper relaxation of the mind to 
achieve a totality of health. 
   
 India, being densely populated with people of different socio economic 
status, children with poor sanitary facilities, lack of personal and environmental 
hygiene are the common victims of this disease.  It forms one of the major 
causes of sickness among infants and children which causes a heavy economic 
burden to health services.  At the present time, the dysentery causing bacteria 
are resistant to many antibiotics and polyresistant strains are widely spreading. 
 
 As a Siddha pediatrician, an extra personal interest in the study of new 
drug for this common pediatric disease has been aimed. With this aim in mind, 
Vasambu Chooranam was tried in the patients suffering from Mantha 
Kazhaichal.  
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Objectives: 
1. To collect the literature evidences regarding the disease 
“Manthakazhichal”. 
2. To have a clinical trial on Manthakazhichal affected children with a 
selected medicine viz., “Vasambu Chooranam” with butter milk. 
3. To evaluate the disease Manthakazhichal clinically by careful 
examination on etiology, incidence , clinical features, treatment, 
prognosis, complications etc., 
4. To have a complete study of the disease Manthakazhichal under the 
headings of Mukkutram, Poripulangal, Udalkattugal, Envagai thervugal 
etc., in order to evaluate the pathogenesis, pathology of 
Manthakazhichal. 
5. To study the extent of correlation of Manthakazhichal as explained in 
the Siddha literatures with Dysentery (Bacillary) in the modern 
literatures. 
6. To utilise the possible diagnostic tools in the confirmation of the 
diagnosis of the disease. 
7. To evaluate the efficacy of the trial medicine on anti-microbial activity 
by invitro studies. 
8. To analyze the trial medicine bio-chemically and pharmacologically for 
complete evaluation of the drug. 
9. To make an awareness among the parents about the prevention of the 
disease in children.  
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REVIEW OF SIDDHA LITERATURE 
!
! “lif<kg<gpqs<sz<< < < << < < << < < <”Gpf<<<<jkgTg<G! uvg<%cb! gpqs<sz<!< < < << < < << < < <
Ofib<gtqz<!ye<xig!gVkh<hMgqxK/< < < << < < << < < < !
!
gpqs<sz<< << << <!
-bz<<<<!
! d{<m! d{U?! osiqk<kKl<! osiqbikKlig! gpquKl<?!
sqzOujt! gQp<g<Gmz<! ouKl<hqbqVh<hqe<! nr<Gk<! kr<gLcbilz<!
dmOe!gpqf<K!uqMuKl<?!dmZg<G!Dm<ml<!kVukx<gig!d{<[l<!
d{U! Gmzqz<! kr<giK! outqbigquqMkZl<?! dmzqe<! Dm<ml<!
Gjxf<K!dmz<!olzqujmuKl<!d{<m!ohiVt<!njek<Kl<!ncg<gc!
hzLjx!gpquKlie!-bz<HjmbK!gpqs<sz<!we!upr<gh<hMl</<<< !
!
gpqs<sz<!Ofib<!ujggt<< < < << < < << < < <!
• hizuigmk<kqz<< << << <!.!4ujggt<!
• lif<kg<gpqs<sz<?!!
• g{g<gpqs<sz<?!!
• Nlg<gpqs<sz<!(sQkg<!gpqs<sz<*!
OlZl<!hizuigml<!F~zqz<!osiz<zh<hm<m!gpqs<sz<!ujggt<!
 ouh<Hg<gpqs<sz<!! ! !
 -vk<kg<gpqs<sz<!! ! !
 nkqsivg<gpqs<sz<!!
 gMh<Hg<gpqs<sz<!! ! !
 ohiVlz<!gpqs<sz<!! !
 hs<sqjzg<!gpqs<sz<!!
 uqmig<gpqs<sz<!
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! !!!
• T.V.!sil<hsqul<hqt<jt!ngvikqbqz<< < < << < < << < < <!.!8!ujggt<!
 sQkg<gpqs<sz<! !!!!!!
 -vk<kg<gpqs<sz<!! !
 szg<gpqs<sz<! !
 Osihg<gpqs<sz<! ! !
 out<Tjmg<!gpqs<sz<!
 ubqx<Xg<gpqs<sz<!! !
 sr<givg<gpqs<sz<!!!!!!! !
• dbqI!gig<Gl<!sqk<k!lVk<Kuk<kqz< < < < << < < < << < < < < <!.!26!ujggt<!
!
! !‘osiz<ZgqOxe<!gpqs<sz<ujg!!Okimf<!ke<jes<!
! !! Spqlf<kg<!gpqs<sozes<!osh<h!ziGl<!
! !ouz<ZgqOxe<!hix<gpqs<sz<!uvm<g!pqs<sz<!
! !! uQxie!uif<kqbqe<xe<!gpqs<s!ziGl<!
! !Hz<ZgqOxe<!g{g<gpqs<sz<!lif<kg<!gpqs<sz<!
! !! Hgpie!Nlk<kqe<!gpqs<s!ziGl<!
! !ogiz<Zgqe<x!szg<gpqs<sz<!ouKh<Hg<!gpqs<sz<!
! !! %xie!vk<kk<kqe<!gpqs<s!ziOl/”!
! !‘NOlkie<!nkqsivg<!gpqs<s!ziGl<!
! !! nh<hOe!ohiVlzqe<!gpqs<s!ziGl<!
! !OhiOlkie<!sQkvk<kg<!gMh<H!liGl<!
! !! ohiz<zik!gpqs<soze<X!fil!olb<Kl<!
! !kiOlkie<!hs<sqjzg<!gpqs<s!ziGl<!
! !! siIuie!uqmig<gpqs<!sz<six<!xziGl<!
! !fiOlkie<!osie<OeiOl!gpqs<sz<!liIg<gl<!
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! !! fuqe<xqm<miI!hizVg<G!fuqe<xqm<miOv”!
 Spqlif<kg<!gpqs<sz<! ! !
 hix<gpqs<sz<!! !
 uvm<gpqs<sz<!! ! !
 uif<kqgpqs<sz<! ! ! !
 g{g<gpqs<sz<!! ! !
 lif<kg<!gpqs<sz<! !
 Nlg<!gpqs<sz<! ! ! !
 szg<gpqs<sz<!! !
 ouKh<Hg<gpqs<sz<! ! !
 -vk<kg<!gpqs<sz<! !
 nkqsivg<!gpqs<sz<! ! !
 ohiVlz<!gpqs<sz<! !
 sQkvk<kg<!gMh<H! ! ! !
 hs<sqjzg<gpqs<sz<! !
 uqmig<!gpqs<sz<! !
• Ofib<!fqkier<gt<!F~zqz<< < < << < < << < < <!.!21!ujggt<!
 &zg<!gpqs<sz<!
 uik!gqvi{q!
 hqk<k!gqvi{q!
 sQk!gqvi{q!
 uik!hqk<k!gqvi{q!
 hqk<k!sqOzk<Kl!gqvi{q!
 uik!sQk!gqvi{q!
 okif<k!gqvi{q!
 ubqx<Xg<!gMh<H!
 ubqx<Xg<!ogikqh<H!
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ngk<kqbI!juk<kqb!giuqbl< << << < <!.2611.z<!.!7!ujggt<!
!
“gpqs<soze<x!gqvi{qbqOz!uqkli!xh<hi!
!g{<mhqk<kl<!nez<uikl<!uiB!uiGl<!
!npqs<soze<x!JbfQI!&e<Xr<!%c!
!nh<hOe!Ohkqg<Gl<!hzf<kie<!OhiGl<!
!okpqs<soze<x!uiBkie<!Olg!Ohkq!
!kqxlie!&zk<kqe<!Okim!Ohkq!
!hpqs<soze<x!sr<gie!Ohkq!obie<X!
!hivh<hi!uiBouie<X!NX!lis<Os”/!
 uik!gpqs<sz<!! !
 hqk<k!gpqs<sz<!! !
 gh!gpqs<sz<! ! !
 &zg<!gpqs<sz<! !
 sr<gie!gpqs<sz<! !
 Olg!gpqs<sz<!! !
• Gl<hLeq!hizuigmk<kqz< << << < <!!.!9!ujggt<!
 hiz<gpqs<sz<!
 hqvtqg<!gpqs<sz<!
 lif<kg<!gpqs<sz<!
 ovk<kg<!gpqs<sz<!
 gqvi{qg<!gpqs<sz<!
 nkqsivg<!gpqs<sz<!
 gj{g<!gpqs<sz<!
 Nlg<gpqs<sz<!
!
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! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! hizuigml<! F~zqz<! Gpf<jkgTg<G! d{<miGl<!
gpqs<sz<!Ofib<gtqz<!ye<xigg<!%xh<hm<Mt<tK/!
!
lif<kg<gpqs<sz<< < < << < < << < < <!
-bz<;<<< !
! uif<kq?! lbg<gl<?! &Is<js?! Gvz<gl<lz<?! dmz<! gib<f<K!
ouKouKk<kz<?! jggiz<! GtqIf<kqVk<kz<?! uzqk<kz<?! lzl<! OsIf<K!
hzuqklib<g<! gpqkz<?! Gpf<jk! siqbie! fqjzbqz<zilz<! hzuqkk<!
Ke<hk<jk! njmkz<?! we<El<! -g<GxqG{r<gt<! gi{h<hm<miz<! lif<kg<!
gpqs<sz<!we!njpg<gh<hMgqxK/!)hizuigml<*!
!
lkjz!Ofib<!<<< lVk<Kuk<kqz<< < << < << < <!
“osiz<ZOue<!lif<kk<kqe<!gpqs<sz<!ke<je!!
Sglig!gib<s<sZme<!jggiz<!ke<eqz<!!
olz<ZOue<!GtqIs<jsBme<!uzqBl<!gi[l<!
OleqbK!uicBme<!uiBuVl<!
nz<ZOl!lzr<gpqBl<!hzuqklib<!
njmk<K!Gvz<!gl<Llh<hi!ncubqx<xqz<!
okz<ZOl!gcBmOe!-jv!Ogihl<kie<!
okiqf<kqMuQI!lif<kk<kqe<!gpqs<s!oze<Ox”!
!! gib<s<sz<?! jg! giz<! Gtqi<kz<?! dml<H! uimz<?! uiBzi<kz<?!
hzuqklig! lzl<! gpqkz<?! Gvz<! gl<lz<?! ubqxqjvs<sz<! we<El<!
GxqG{r<gt<!djmbK!lif<kg<gpqs<sz<!weh<hMl</!!
!
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Ofib<uVl<upq< << << < !
 
Nlh<hi!gpqs<sz<!uVl<!giv{f<kie<!
ne<jeBl<!kf<jkBl<!OsIf<khqe<H!nj{k<okMk<kz<!
kilh<hi!Gtqk<kuTl<!npqUx<OxiTl<!
%Ugqe<x!Oki]l<!Lkz<!hm<sq!gigl<!
uilh<hi!ouh<hiZl<!lf<kk<kiZl<!
uq]lie!hkiIk<kk<kqe<!uQxqeiZl<!
filh<hi!nxqf<Kjvk<Okil<!fieqzk<Kt<!
fe<jlBme<!gpqh<H!Lkz<!nUÄkr<gt<!kiOe/!
!
kieie!likV{<m!hkiIk<kk<kqe<!lf<kl!
ke<!Ljzh<hizke<!upqbib<!hizgIg<Oggq!
Deig!uq]lKOu!sqvsKg<Gt<!Hg<gq!
dx<x!fvl<hK!upqbib<!GmZt<!ose<X!!
lieigl<!Ohiz<!oug<jg!wPh<hqOb!kie<!
lXk<k!Gmz<!upqbib<!&zk<Kx<X!
$eig!gMk<Kjtf<K!stqBl<!ovk<kl<!
$pf<K!szliBl<!hs<js!k{<{QI!OhiZliOl!
- )lkjz!Ofib<!<<< lVk<Kul<*< << << < !
2/ ne<jeBl<!kf<jkBl<!OsIf<khqe<H!nj{k<okMk<kz<!
3/ Okiml<!!
4/ ouh<H!
5/ lf<kl<!
6/ uq]lie!hkii<k<kr<gt<!
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7/ kib<! d{<m! lf<kh<ohiVt<gtqe<! lf<klieK! Ljzh<hiz<! upqbig!
!Gpf<jkjb!Osvz<!
!
ke<uf<kqiq!hizuigmk<kqz<!Gpf<jkgTg<G!Ofib<!uVl<!upq< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < < !
2* hiZ~m<Ml<!kibqe<!d{Ou!nch<hjm!!
3* d{uqz<!Wx<hMl<!Dm<ms<sk<K!GjxhiMgt<!
4* Gxqh<hqm<m!Ofvk<kqz<!d{<{ijl!
5* okix<XOfibig!uVue!)=?ogiS?gqVlq*!
6* ubqx<xqz<!HP!lqGf<kqVk<kz<!
7* kqCI!hVufqjz!lix<xr<gt<!
!
T.V.sil<hsqul<! hqt<jt! ngvikqbqz<! gpqs<sz<! Ofib<?! Gpf<jkgTg<G!< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < <
Wx<hmg<!giv{l<< < << < << < <!
2/!dml<Hg<G!yu<uih<!h{<mr<gjts<!sih<hqMukiZl<!
3/! Dsqb! h{<ml<?! hjpb! sikl<?! fim<ose<x! h{<mr<gt<!
Lkzqbjugjt!d{<hkiZl<!
4/!sQkl<!lx<Xl<!dm<c{!fqjzgtiZl<!
5/!hbl<?!hQkq!Lkzqb!giv{r<gtiZl<!Wx<hMl</!
!
svOhf<kqvI!Ohkq?!nkqsiv!Ljxgt<!F~zqz<!Ofib<uVl<!upq< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
2/ ogm<Mh<Ohie!lilqsl<!
3/ ouf<kKl<!OugikKlie!hkiIk<kr<gt<!
4/ hq{<{ig<G/! gqpr<Gujggt<?! sQv{ligik! ohiVt<gt<?! givlie!
ohiVt<gt<!-ux<xiZl<!
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5/ nkqg! kQeq?! nkqg! w{<o{b<gjt!dhObigqk<kz<?! nkqg! fjm?!
ubqx<xqz<!gqVlq!-ux<xiZl<!
6/ -Vlz<?!Kl<lz<?!K~g<gl<?!nhie!uiB!Lkzie! 25! Ougr<gjt!
nmg<Gkz<?!OhkqbiGl<!ohiVt<gjt!ncg<gc!dhObigqk<kz<!!
Lkziejugtqeiz<! uiB! Okgk<kqz<! nkqgiqk<K! sh<k! kiKg<gjtBl<?!
\mvig<gqeqjbBl<! ogMk<K! lzh<jhbqz<! OsIf<K! ogm<cbie! lzk<jks<!
sz'hlig<gq!nhiek<kqe<!upqbig!outqbig<Gl</!
 
Lx<GxqG{r<gt<< < << < << < <!
 ubqX!lf<klib<!-Vk<kz<!
 uib<fQI!Dxz<!
 uif<kquVuK!Ohie<x!d{Is<sq!
 ncubqX~kz<!
 -jvkz<!
we<El<!Lx<Gxqgjtg<!gim<c!ubqX!ogim<Ml</!
 
ohiKg<GxqG{r<gt<< < << < << < <!
Nlh<hi!dmz<keqOz!oug<jg!lqR<sq!
ncubqXkeqz<!gck<Kg<!Gk<Kl<!&zk<Kt<Ot!
gilh<hi!gMh<HmOe!stqBl<!Ohkq!
keqk<k!fqxl<!OhiZl<!nke<!kgjl!OhiOz!
Ohilh<hi!gpqf<K!dmz<!ktIs<js!h{<[l<!
Hjgf<K!uVl<!g{<{KUl<!ohixq!ktVl<!
filh<hi!nxqf<K!-ke<!uvziX!osie<Oeil<!
fe<jlBme<!ohiK!G{l<kie<!fim<MOuiOl/!
dmzK!ouKl<hq!gibl<!dx<xOkiI!k{<{QI!OhiZl<!!
!!lmlmuif<kq!hqf<kq!uf<kqMl<!-jvs<sz<!kigl<!!
smsm!giqk<k{<{QI!OhiZl<!sib<f<kqMl<!ogm<mhiz<!Ohiz<!!
!!gmgm!-jvBl<!sQkl<!gpqf<kqMl<!ose<eQVl<!kiOe!
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kieK!giz<!GtqVl<!kjgh<Hme<!gikjmg<Gl<!
!!NeK!ubqxqjvg<Gl<!ngk<Kt<!hiz<outqOb!kt<Tl<!
lieK!sQp<ovk<kl<!gim<Ml<!lzl<!uqmikqXg<gq!ogit<Tl<!
!!filqK!nxqf<K!osie<Oeil<!fz<G{l<!ohiKuib<!osiz<Oue</!
! ! ! ! )lkjz!Ofib<!<<< lVk<Kul<*< << << < !
!
 ncubqx<xqz<!uzq!
 stqBme<!Ohkq!
 dmz<!kti<kz<!
 g{<!Hjgf<K!gi{h<hMl</!
 gib<s<sz<!-Vg<Gl</!
 ncg<gc!uif<kqbiGl</!
 ubqX!-jvBl<?!!
 sQkligUl<?! vk<kligUl<?! lzk<Kme<! sQPl<! vk<kLl<!
gzf<kiuK?! ogm<Mh<Ohie! hiz<! OhizUl<?! k{<{QI! OhizUl<?!
hzfqxligUl<!OhkqbiGl</!
 jg?!giz<gt<!Gtqi<f<K!OhiGl</!
 giK!njmg<Gl</!
 d{<m!hiz<!outqbikz<!
 
Lg<Gx<x!OuXhiMgt<< < << < << < <!
!“gpqs<sz<!gqvi{qg<!gpqBl<!uqkr<OgT!
!!Npqs<sqb!hqk<kl<!nez<uikl<!Jblil<!
!osPs<sqb!uiB!OsIf<kqju!&e<xiz<!
!!hpqs<oseh<!Ohkqg<Gl<!hiIohzl<!OhiGOl”!
- kqV&zI!juk<kqbl<!gVg<gjm!< < << < << < < .711!
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!
d{U?!osbz<!-ux<xqe<!OuXhiM!
  ↓!
Lg<Gx<x!liXhiM!
↓!
ubqx<xqz<!Jbl<!lqGkq!
↓!
uiB!OgM!njmkz<!
↓!
hqk<kg<Gx<xl<!hikqh<H!
↓!
d{U!osiqbijl!
↓!
lif<kl<!
↓!
gpqs<sz<!
!
!! d{uikq! osbz<gtqe<! liXhim<miz<! &e<X! Gx<xr<gTl<!
hikqh<hjmgqe<xe/!!
!
uikl<;<<< !
utqbqe<!)uikl<*!hqiqUgt<;< < << < << < < !
2/ hqvi{e<!)dbqi<g<giz<*!
3/ nhiee<!)gQp<Ofig<Gr<giz<*!
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4/ uqbiee<!)hvUgiz<*!
5/ dkiee<!)Olz<!Ofig<Gr<giz<*!
6/ sliee<!)fMg<giz<*!
7/ fige<!
8/ %i<le<!
9/ gqVgve<!
:/ Okukk<ke<!
21/ keR<osbe<!
!
hikqh<hjmf<k!utqg<Gx<xr<gt<;< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
nhiee<;!<<< !
!
okipqz<;< << !
!! gQp<Ofig<gq! lzszk<jkk<! kt<Tl</! Nseuijbs<! SVg<Gl</!
ne<esivk<jks<!Osv!Ou{<cb!-mr<gtqz<!Osi<h<hqg<Gl</!!
!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofibqz<! -g<Gx<xl<! hikqh<hjmf<K! gpqs<sjz!
d{<mig<Gl</!
!
uqbiee<;<<< !
!
okipqz<;< << !
!! d{<[l<!d{uqe<!sivl<!dmzqZt<t!dXh<Hgjt!ose<xjmkz</!
!
!
!
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hikqh<H;<<< !
!! d{<[l<!d{uqe<!sivl<!dmzqZt<t!dXh<Hgjt!ose<xjmbijl/!
!
dkiee<;<<< !
okipqz<;< << !
!! d{uqe<! sivk<OkiM! %cbqVf<K! njk! nr<gr<Og! fqXk<Kl</! njk!
outqh<hMk<kqBl<!gzg<gqBl<!uVkz<!!osb<Bl</!
!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!! -g<Gx<xl<!hikqh<hjmukiz<!lif<kg<!gpqs<sz<!Ofibqz<!uif<kq!gi{h<hMl</!
!
!
sliee<;<<< !
okipqz<;< << !
!! lx<x!uiBg<gjt!lqR<souim<milz<!lmg<gqs<!siqh<hMk<kqs<!Osvh<!h{<[l<!
nXSjugjtBl<?! k{<{Qi<?! ne<el<! Ngqbux<jxBl<! slh<hMk<kq!
dmzqozz<zil<!OsVl<hc!osb<Bl</!
!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!! lx<x!giz<gjt!siquv!osbz<hMk<k!sqvll</!
!
gqVgve<;<<< !
okipqz<;< << !
!! fiuqzqVf<K!gqtl<hq! fiuqx<gsqjuBl</! fisqbqx<! gsqjuBl<!d{<mig<Gl</!
hsqjb!d{<M!h{<[l</!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!! -g<Gx<xl<!hikqh<hjmukiz<!hsqbqe<jl!gi{h<hMl</!
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!
Okukk<ke<;< << << < !
!! -K!Gkl<!Gb<bole<Elqmr<gtqz<!-Vg<Gl</!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!! -g<Gx<x!hikqh<hiz<!dmx<Osii<U!Wx<hMl</!
!
npz<!)kQ?!nez<?!hqk<kl<*;< Q < < << Q < < << Q < < < !
npzqe<!hqiqUgt<;!< << << < !
2/ hisgl<!)nex<!hqk<kl<*!
3/ -vR<sgl<!
4/ sikgl<!<<< !
5/ NOzisgl<!
6/ hqvisgl<!we<heuil</!
!
hikqh<hjmf<k!npz<!Gx<xr<gt<;< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
hisgl<!)nex<!hqk<kl<*< < < << < < << < < < !
okipqz<;< << !
!!!! -jvh<jhg<Gl<!hg<Guisbk<kqx<Gl<!-jmbqzqVf<K?!kQbqe<!G{k<jk!
lqGkqbigh<! ohx<X?! fQi<! ucuLt<t! ohiVt<gjt! uxts<osb<K! d{<m!
d{Uh<!ohiVt<gjts<!osiqg<Gl<hc!osb<Bl</!
!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!!!! d{U!osiqbijl!hsqbqe<jl!Ngqbe!gi{h<hMl</!
!
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-vR<sg!hqk<kl<;!< < << < << < < !
okipqz<;!<<< !
!!! -K! osf<fQjv! lqGkqh<hMk<Kl<! h{<mjmbK/! -jvg<! GmzqzqVf<K!
ogi{<M!d{uqzqVf<K!hqiqf<K{<mie!siXg<Gs<!osf<fQxk<jkk<!kVgqxK/!
!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!!! -g<Gx<x!hikqh<hiz<!dmz<!ouTk<Kg<!gi[l</!
!
Jbl<!)ghl<*< << << < !
Jbk<kqe<!hqiqUgt< << << < <;!
!
2/ nuzl<hgl<!
!
3/ gqOzkl<!
!
4/ Ohikgl<!
!
5/ kx<hgl<!
!
6/ sf<kqgl<!we<heuil</!!
!
hikqh<hjmf<k!Jbg<!Gx<xr<gt<;< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
gqOzkl<;<<< !
!
okipqz<;< << !
!!! -K!-jvh<jhbqzqVf<Kogi{<M?!d{<{h<hm<m!d{Uh<! ohiVjt!
fQi<!Lkzqbjugjt!=vh<hMk<kq!olk<okes<!osb<Bl<!okipqjzh<!HiqBl</!
!
hikqh<H;<<< !
!!! -g<Gx<x!hikqh<hiz<!hsqbqe<jl!gi{h<hMl</!!!
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hq{qbxqLjxjl!(Diagnosis)!
!sqk<k!lVk<Kuk<kqz<!Ofib<!g{qh<hkqz<!gQp<g{<m!Ljxgt<!dt< < < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < < Q < < < <te/<<< !
1. ohixqbiz<!nxqkz<!(Inspection)!
2. Hzeiz<!nxqkz<!( Palpation)!
3. uqeikz<!(Interrogation)!
ohixqbiz<!nxqkz<<< <;!
ohixq;!
! olb<!
! fi!
! g{<!
! &g<G!
! osuq!
Hzeiz<!nxqkz<;< << << < !
Hze<;<<< !
! l{l<!
! Sju!
! 'hl<!
! sh<kl<!
! ^<hiqsl<!
!! Ofibitqbqe<! ohixq?! Hze<gjt! lVk<Kueqe<! ohixq?! Hze<gjtg<!
ogi{<M!nxqb!Ou{<Ml</!!
!
uqeikz<;<<< !
!! Gpf<jkbqe<! ohbi<?! ubK?!Di<?! s&g! ohiVtikivfqjzKe<hLl<!
gizntUl<?! kx<OhijkbOfibqe<! uvziX?! Lf<jkb! Ofibqe<! uvziX?!
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d{Uh<hpg<gupg<gl<?! fgl<! ! gck<kz<?! l{<?! kqVfQX! sih<hqMkz<! Ohie<x!
hpg<gupg<gr<gt<?! GMl<h! uvziX?! kMh<h,sq! Ohim<m! uvziX! -ux<jx!
Gpf<jkbqe<! ohx<Oxii<! nz<zK! dxuqeiqmlqVf<K! okiqf<K! ogit<t!
Ou{<Ml</!
!
w{<ujgk<!Oki<Ugt<;!< < < << < < << < < < !
“fich<hiqsl<!fifqxl<!olipquqpq< < << < << < < !
!!! lzl<!&k<kqvlqju!lVk<KuviBkl/<< < < << < < << < < <”!!
!!! ! ! ! ! .!OkjvbI!
hq{qgjtg<!g{qh<hkx<G!w{<ujgk<!Oki<Ugt<!nusqbl<!
nju!
2/ fic!! (Pulse)!
3/ ^<hiqsl<! (Palpation)!
4/ fi! (Tongue)!
5/ fqxl<!! (Colour of the skin)!
6/ olipq! (Speech)! !
7/ uqpq!! (Eyes)!
8/ lzl<!! (Stools)!
9/ &k<kqvl<!(Urine) 
fic;!!
!! w{<ujgk<!Oki<Ugtqz<!ficOb!hqvkielig!gVkh<hMgqxK/!
lif<kg<gpqs<szqz<!gQp<g{<m!ficgt<!gi{h<hMgqe<xe/!!
!
!
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!
hqk<kk<kqz<!d< < << < << < < ]<{l<< << << <!
“kjph<hie!hqk<kk<kqZm< < << < << < < <c{r<!ogi{<miz<?< < < << < < << < < < !
sblk<kq!Svl<!ouKh<H!sk<kqGe<ll<?< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
!gjth<hie!ohiVk<K!jtUukqsivr<gt<< < < << < < << < < <!
gMh<HmOe!ubqx<Xuzq!&zuiB< << << < !
!-jth<higq!B,{<lXk<kz<!fig<gsh<H< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
-vuqz<!geUmOe!sr<giv!Okiml<< < << < << < <!
hjph<hie!hbqk<kqb!OfiobiqUkigl<< < << < << < <!
uf<k[gqz<!hz!hq{qg<Gl<!ujgbkiOl/< < < << < < << < < < ”  !!
! ! ! ! ! .!!skgfic!!
hqk<kk<kqz<!uikl< < << < << < < <!
“sqxh<hie!hqk<kk<kqz<!uikfic!
OsiqZXf<kiK!fm<mLkv!hQjm?!
!djxh<higs<!osiqbijlg<Ge<!lR<$jz!
Bx<xSvr<gqvi{q!ubqx<xqjvs<sz<!lf<kl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!njxh<hie!Yr<giv!HxfQi<g<!Ogiju?!
Nbislqvg<g!oliM!lbg<g!&Is<js?!
!Ljxg<gib<U!uq]!uQg<gl<!&zuib<U?!
Lvmie!Ofib<!hzU!LMGl<!h{<Oh/”!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!skgfic!!
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Osk<Klkkqz<!uiB< << << < !
“okif<kqk<k!Osk<Klk<kqz<!uiB!%ck<!okimIf<k!
! !! Ge<ll<!ofR<sjmh<H!Suisgisl<?!
!uf<kqk<k!Gvz<keqOz!dXk<kzQjt!
uPuPh<H!fQ'xz<!lzk<kqz<!sQkl<?< < Q << < Q << < Q < !
!ouf<kqk<kz<!ogiPk<kz<!Gk<Kf<!kqlqI!uqbikq!
uQs<SmOe!uzq!obm<Mf<kqvm<sq!hi{<M?!
!nf<kqk<k!gqXgqXh<H!lbg<gl<!uqg<gz<?!
Nehz!hq{qgTOl!uf<km!Vf<kiOe/”!
! ! ! ! ! .!skgfic!!
keqk<k!uikl<< << << <!
“uikolEl<!ficbK!Okie<xqz<!!
sQklf<koliM!ubqX!ohiVlz<!kqvm<sq!uib<UQ < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < < !
!sQkLXr<gqvi{q!lOgikvl<!fQvijl!
kqvt<uib<U!$jz!uzqgMh<Hk<!kQjv!
!fQkLXr<gq!VlqGe<ll<!n{<muikl<!
fqjzBl<!fQIgqiqs<svr<gt<!kf<K!Olgl<!
!Ohkgli!Lkvhq{q!&zOvigl<!
OhsouGhq{qgTOl!ohiVtkiOl/”!
! ! ! ! ! .!skg!fic!
hiqsl<;< << !
!! ouh<hlibqVk<kz<?! $mibqVk<kz<?! Gti<f<kqVk<kz<?! dmz<! Lx<Xl<!
sqz<oze<xqVk<kz<?! uqbi<k<kqVk<kz<?! hqShqSh<hibqVk<kz<?! gm<cgt<?! gpjz?!
dmz<!SvSvk<kz<?!dmz<!-jtk<kqVk<kz<?!olzquibqVk<kz<?!hVk<kqVk<kz<!
Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
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!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofibqz<! dmz<! ux{<M! gi{z<?! dmz<! ouh<hl<!
nkqgiqk<kz<?! jg?! giz<! Gtqi<f<kqVk<kz<! sqzOujt! gz<zQvz<! uQg<gl<?!
ubqx<xqz<!okiMuzq!gi{z<!Ngqbe!gi{h<hMl</!
!
fi;!
!! gXh<H?!osl<jl?!lR<st<?!ou{<jl?!gzh<H!fqxl<?!lih<hcf<kqVk<kz<?!
ux{<cVk<kz<?! Lt<OhizqVk<kz<?! Sju! -bx<jgbibqVk<kz<! nz<zK!
nXSjugtqz<! ws<Sju! nz<zK! gzh<H! Sjugt<! lqGkqbigk<Okie<xz<?!
dt<! fi! uti<f<kqVk<kz<?! fiuqz<! H{<[{<mibqVk<kz<! Lkzqbeux<jx!
okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofibqz<! fiuieK! lih<hcf<K! gi{h<hMl</!
-vk<kg<Gjxuiz<! fi! ouTk<Kg<! gi{z<?! fQi<k<Kul<! Gjxf<k! fqjzbqz<!
fiuieK!dzi<f<K!gi{h<hMl</!
!
fqxl<;!<<< !
!! uik?!hqk<k!gh!okif<k!dmzqe<!fqxl<?!fQzl<!hiiqk<kz<?!ouTk<kz<?!
lR<stqk<kz<?! gVk<kz<! Lkzqbeux<jx! okiqf<K! ogit<t! Ou{<Ml</!
lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofib<!fim<hm<M!-Vf<kiz<?!dmzqe<! vk<klieK!lzk<Kme<!
gpqukiz<!dmz<!ouTk<Kg<!gi[l</!
!
olipq;!
!! Gvz<! kip<f<K! nz<zK! nkqgiqk<Kg<! gi{z<?! nLjg?! sqiqk<kz<?!
Gpxqh<Ohsz<!Gvz<!gl<lz<!Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
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!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofibqz<! GvzieK! kip<f<K! gi{h<hMl</! Woeeqz<!
hsqbqe<jl?!d{<m!d{U!osiqbijl!lx<Xl<!dmzqe<!fQi<k<Kul<!Gjxkz<!
-ux<xiz<!Gvz<!kip<f<K!gi{h<hMl</!
!
uqpq;!
!! g{<{qe<! fqxl<! wiqs<sz<?! Hjgf<K! gi{z<?! kch<H?! H{<gi{z<?!
%i<jlk<ke<jl!Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<Kogit<t!Ou{<Ml<!
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<!!Ofibqz<!fim<hm<m!fqjzbqz<!g{<!Gpquqpz<?!g{<!
ouTk<Kg<!gi{z<!gi{h<hMl</!
!
lzl<;<<< !
lzh<hiqOsikjebqz<;< << << < !
!! fqxl<?! Fjv?!-Xgz<?!-tgz<?! l{l<!nkqgtU!nz<zK!Gjxf<K!
gi{z<?! lzk<Kme<! -vk<kl<?! sQkl<?! gzf<K! outqh<hmz<?! hzfqxligg<!
gpqkz<!Lkzqbe/!
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofibqz<! lzlieK! hzfqxlig! gpqkz<?! ogm<m!
fix<xk<Kme<!gi{h<hMl</!!!!!!
!
&k<kqvl<;< << << < !
!! fqxl<?!l{l<?!ntU?!Fjv?!uQp<hcU?!fQiqz<!-vk<kl<!gzf<K!gi{z<?!
si<g<gjvs<sk<K?!Hvkh<ohiVt<!gi{z<!lx<Xl<!ncg<gc!fQiqpqkz<!Lkzqbe/!
lif<kg<gpqs<sz<!Ofibqz<!sqXfQi<!Gjxf<K!-pqBl</!
!! sqk<klVk<Kuk<kqz<! sqXfQvieK! -v{<M! Ljxgtqz<! Osikje!
osb<bh<hMgqxK!
!
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1. fQi<g<Gxq!
2. ofb<g<Gxq!
fQi<g<Gxq;Q < <Q < <Q < < !
! “uf<k!fQIg<giqwjm!l{l<!Fjv!wR<soze<!
! !! !jxf<kqbZtuju!bjxGK!LjxOb”/!
!!!!.!sqk<k!lVk<Kuir<gs<!SVg<gl< < < < << < < < << < < < < <!
fqxl;<< <<!
!! lR<st<?!squh<H?!hs<js?!gXh<H!ou{<jl?!osl<H!fqxl<?!gzh<Hfqxl<?!
Hjg!fqxl<!Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!!
wjm;!
!! fQi<! gek<OkEl<?! -Ozsk<KuligUlqxr<gz<?! lqgk<kck<K! fQiqxr<gz<!
Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
l{l<<<<!
!! kQfix<xl<?! Oke<l{l<?! fq{l{l<?! H,! l{l<?! hp! l{l<?! Hziz<!
l{l<!Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
Fjv!
!! Fjvk<kqVk<kz<?! Glqtq! Okie<xz<?! Fjv! Gjxf<K! -pqkz<?! Fjv!
hz!fqxr<gOtiM!-pqkz<!Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
wR<sz<<< <!!
!! fQi<!ntuqz<!Gjxkz<!nz<zK!lqGkz<!fQi<!nXgz<?!fQi<!ohVGkz<!
Lkzqbeux<jx!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<!Ofibqz<!fQvieK!Gjxf<K!-pqBl</!
!
!
!
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!
ofb<g<Gxq;< << << < !
“nVf<KlixqvkLl<!nuqOviklkib<!
!!! n0gz<!nzIkz<!ngizU,{<!kuqIf<kpx<!
!!!Gx<xtuVf<kq!dxr<gq!jugjx!
!!! Ncg<gzsk<!kiuqOb!giK!ohb<!
!!!okiVL%Ik<kg<!gjzg<Gm<hM!fQiqe<!
!!! fqxg<Gxq!ofb<g<Gxq!fqVlqk<kz<!gmOe/”!
!!! ! ! ! ! ! .!OkjvbI!!
!! d{<[gqe<x! nXSjuh<! ohiVt<gTl<! ye<Xg<ogie<X!
Oux<XjlbjmbilZl<?! hsqg<Gk<! kg<ghc! Gjxf<kz<?! nkqgiqk<kz<?!
gizf<kh<Hkz<!Lkzqb!Gx<xr<gT{<migiu{<{l<!Hsqk<K!dxr<gq?!uqcbx<!
gizk<kqz<!hcg!hik<kqvk<kqz<!fQjv!NuqOhigikhc!ohb<k!43/4!fipqjgg<Gt<!
nke<! fqxg<! GxqjbBl<! nkqz<! w{<o{b<uqm<Mh<! hii<k<K! gi{h<hMgqe<x!
GxqjbBl<! ! gueqk<K?! ! hq{qgtqe<! kQVl<?! kQvik!Gxqgjt! olb<h<hqk<kz<!
Ljxbil</!!!
w{<o{b<!uqm<Mh<!hii<g<Gl<!fQiqe<!uqkq;< < < < < < < Q << < < < < < < Q << < < < < < < Q < !
“fqxg<Gxqg<!Gjvk<k!fqVli{!fQiqx<!
!!! sqxg<g!ou{<o{b<ObiI!sqXKtq!fMuqMk<!
!oke<Xxk<!kqxf<okizq!Obgikjlk<kkq!
!!! eqe<xkqujz!Ohil<!ofxquqpqbxqUl<!
!ose<xK!HgZR<!osb<kqjb!B{Ov/”!
        - Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<!< < < << < < << < < < !
!
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!! fQi<! fqxg<Gxqbiz<! Ofijbg<! g{<M! hqck<kx<! ohiVm<Ms<!
osiz<zqbqVg<gqe<x!uqkq!ohiVf<kqb!sqX!fQiqz<!yV!sqxqb!Ktq!w{<o{jb!
fMuqz<! jgbjsuqeiz<! w{<o{b<k<! Ktq! sqkxilz<! uqm<M! oub<bqzieK!
nf<fQiqz<! hMl<hc! kqxf<K?! gix<xieK! nkqz<! uQsq! nf<k! w{<o{b<k<Ktq!
Nmikhc!juk<K?!ns<sqX!fQiqz<!uqmh<hm<cVg<gqe<x!w{<o{b<k<!KtqbieK!
osz<Zgqe<x! upqbqz<! g{<{xqjuBl<?! dbqvxqjuBl<! osZk<kq?! nkKtq!
okiquqg<Gl<!Ofib<!uqtg<gk<jk!okiqf<K!ogit<t!Ou{<Ml</!
!
utqfQi<Q <Q <Q <!ofb<g<Gxq;< << << < !
“nvoue!fQ{<cce<!Q < <Q < <Q < < n0Ok!uikl<<<<!
! NpqOhix<!hvuqe<!n0Ok!hqk<kl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! !Lk<okik<K!fqx<gqe<!olipquoke<ghOl/< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”!
!!- Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<< < < << < < << < < <  
   “nvoue!fQQQQ{<cce<!n0O< << << < k!uikl<<<<”!
!! w{<o{b<k<! Ktq! hil<jhh<! Ohiz<! fQ{<miz<! nK! utq! Ofijbg<!
gim<Ml<!!!!
!
npz<!fQi<!ofb<g<Gxq;< Q < < << Q < < << Q < < < !
!
  “NpqOhix<!hvuqe<!n< << << < 0Ok!hqk<kl<< << << <”!
w{<o{b<k<! Ktq! Olikqvl<! Ohiz<! -jmuqm<Mh<! hvuqeiz<! nf<fQi<! hqk<k!
Ofijbg<!gim<MukiGl</!
!
JbfQi<!ofb<g<Gxq;Q < < <Q < < <Q < < < !
  “Lk<okik<K!fqx<g< < << < << < < qe<!olipquoke<ghOl/< << << < ”!
w{<o{b<k<! Ktq! uqm<mK! uqm<muiOx! sqxqKl<! hvuilz<! Lk<Kh<Ohiz<!
fqx<Glieiz<!nf<fQi<!Jb!Ofijbg<!gim<MukiGl</!
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lif<kg<gpqs<sz<!Ofibqz<!fQiqz<!uqm<m!w{<o{b<k<KtqbieK!
hil<jhh<!Ohiz<!fQtz<!
)nz<zK*!
Olikqvl<!Ohiz<!hvuz<!
)nz<zK*!
Lk<okik<K!fqx<xz<!
!!-jugtqz<!WkiuK!ye<X!gi{h<hmzil</!
!
lzg<Gxq;<<< !
 fqxl<!
 Fjv!
 -Xgz<!
 -tgz<!
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<< < < << < < << < < <! Ofibqz<! lzlieK! vk<kligUl<?! sQkligUl<?!
-vk<kLl<! sQkLl<! gzf<kiuK?! ogm<Mh<Ohie! hiz<! OhizUl<!
k{<{Qi<OhiZl<?!hz!fqxligUl<!gpqBl</!!
!
WP!dmx<xiKg<gt<;< < << < << < < !
2/ sivl<;< << !!dmjzBl<?!lejkBl<!Dg<gLxs<!osb<uK/!
3/ osf<fQi< Q< Q< Q <;! nxqU?! ue<jl?! ytq?! osVg<G?! yzq! -jugjt!
fqjzg<gs<osb<uK/!!
4/ De<;!dmzqe<!dVuk<jk!nke<!okipqx<gq{r<g!njlk<kZl<?!we<jh!
uti<k<kZlil</!
5/ ogiPh<H<<< ;! yu<Ouii<! dXh<Hl<! kk<kl<! osbjz! -bx<Xl<! ohiPK!
gcelqe<xq!-br<g!nux<xqx<G!ofb<h<Hh<hjs!Dm<c!dkuqHiquK/!
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6/ wZl<H<<< ;! dmjz! yPr<Ghm! fqXk<kq! juk<kz<?! ole<jlbie!
dXh<Hgjth<!hiKgik<kz<?!dmz<!njsuqx<G!nch<hjmbibqVk<kz<!Ngqb!
osbz<gjts<!osb<ukil</!
7/ &jt;! we<Hg<Gt<! fqjxf<K! njugTg<G! ue<jlBl<?! ole<jlBl<!
kVuK/!
8/ ou{<{Qi< Q< Q< Q <;! ke<jeobik<k! dVuh<! ohVg<gqx<G! -mligqb! gVk<!
Okix<xk<kqx<G!Lkzib<!fqx<hK/!
 
lif<kg<gpqs<sz<!Ofibqz< < < << < < << < < < <!hikqh<hjmf<k!kiKg<gt<;< < < << < < << < < < !
sivl<!.!dmx<Osii<U?!les<Osii<U!Wx<hMl<!
osf<fQi<< Q << Q << Q <!.!dmzqe<!fqxl<!Ge<xz<?!ouTk<Kg<!gi{z<!Lkzqbe/!
 
Jujg!fqzr<gTl<!hq{qgTl</< < << < << < < !
2/ GxqR<sq!fqzl</< << << < !
! -kqz<! usqh<hui<gTl<! -vk<kjk! dxqR<Sgqe<x! SvLl</! ubqx<xqz<!
! Njlg<gm<cBl<!d{<miGl</!sqOzm<MlLl<!kr<Gl</!
3/ hijz!fqzl</<<< !
! -kqz<! usqh<hui<gm<G! uikl<?! hqk<kl<?! ghl<! -ux<xiz<! uqjtgqe<x!
hq{qgt<!! biUl<!Okie<Xl</!
4/ Lz<jz!fqzl</< << << < !
! -kqz<!usqh<hui<gm<G!hqk<kOfiB{<miGl</!ne<xqBl<!uz<jz!Ofib<?!uik!
! Ofib<gTl<!d{<miGl</!
5/ ofb<kz<!fqzl</< < << < << < < !
! -kqz<! usqh<hui<gm<G! uik! Ofib<gT{<miGl</! olzqf<k! dmjzh<!
ohVg<gs<!osb<Bl</!=vjzh<!ohVg<Gl</!Gmz<!uiBju!d{<mig<Gl<!!
!
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6/ lVk!fqzl</<<< !
! -kqz<! usqh<hui<gm<G! uik?! hqk<k?! gh! Okimr<gt<! biUl<! G{liGl</!
! usqh<hkx<Ogx<x!fqzl<!-KOu!biGl</!!
Jf<kqj{gTl<?!OfiBl<;< < << < << < < !
 GxqR<sqbqz<<< <!sqOzk<KlOfiBl</?!!
 Lz<jzbqz<<< <!hqk<k!OfiBl<?!!
 ofb<kzqz<<< <!uik!OfiBl<!d{<miGl</!
 lVk!fqzk<kqz<<< <!wg<gizk<kqZl<!wf<kuqk!Ofib<gTl<!d{<migiK/!
 hijz! fqzk<kqz<! fQck<K! uip<uK! Obigqgtig! -Vh<hqEl<!
niqkiGl</!
 lVk!fqzuisOl!sqxf<kK/!
 
nsik<kqb!fqjz;<<< !
! !!!“d{<miGl<!Ohkqkie<!dg<gqvlib<g<!g{<miz<!
! !! dk<klOe!GmZg<Gt<!Kuivr<!g{<M!
! !! fe<xie!Gmz<su<Uk<!kihqkOl!gi[l<!!
! !! fzlie!=vzqz<kie<!sQg<gm<cg<!ogit<Tl<!
! !! h{<mie!-v{LzIf<K!Gmx<SVr<gq!eig<giz<!
! !! htqs<ose<X!lzhf<kl<!d{<mi!lh<hi!
! !! sq{<mie!sqOzm<Mls<su<U!nPgqh<!Ohieiz<!
! !! sqxh<HmOe!Svh<Hg<g{<M!-xh<hie<!giO{/” 
 
! !! “gi[gqe<x!Ovigf<kie<!hpgq!uqm<miz<!
! !! !! g{<cklib<s<!sQg<gqvk<kqz<!sqm<jsosb<ki!Zf<kie<!
! !! H,[gqe<x!Ovigf<kie<!ush<h!miK!
! !! !! ohiz<zik!Gmx<su<U!SVr<gqh<!Ohieiz<!
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! !! N{qOhi!zkqVg<Gl<!gqvf<kqOfib<!ogiz<Zl<!
! !! !! nh<hOe!kqOvgf<ki!eqjtk<Kh<!OhiGl<!
! !! si{ie!kqOvgf<Oki!Ziqf<K!OhiGl<!
! !! !! skqvig!yVG{lib<!fqz<zi!oke<Ox/” .!ngk<kqbI!G{uigml<< << << <!
2*!Gmzqz<!Kuivl<!uqpz<!
3*!=vzqz<!gQp<gm<c!
4*!lzhf<kl<!gi{z<!
5*!Gmx<su<U!nLgz<!
6*!uQg<gl<!
sqzOujt!-xh<H!OfiqMl</!
!
kQVl<!kQvifqjz;Q < QQ < QQ < Q !
!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! siqbie! lVk<Kuk<kiz<! kQVl</! lVk<Kul<! siqbig!
osb<bh<hmik!fqjzbqz<!gQp<g<g{<m!GxqG{r<gt<!gi{h<hm<miz<!kQviK/!
2/ nkqg!ntU!sQkLl<!vk<kLl<!gzf<k!ubqx<Xh<Ohig<G!
3/ fic!ktIf<K!gi{h<hmz<!
4/ nkqg!uqbIju!
5/ g{<!GpquqPf<K!gi{h<hmz<!
6/ dmz<!ouTk<kz<!
!! -ux<xiz<!-Xkqbqz<!dbqI!hqiqBl<!fqjz!Wx<hMl<!
!
lVk<Kul<!;< << << < !
!ke<eqjz! hqxp<f<k! Gx<xr<gjt! ke<upqh<hMk<k! lVf<Kgt<! upr<g!
Ou{<Ml</!!
lVk<Ku!upqLjx;<<< !
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!! lif<kg<gpqs<sz<! Ofibqz<! hsqk<kQ! ogm<M! Gx<xr<gjtk<! K~{<c!
gQp<Ofig<G! uiBju! ohVgs<! osb<K! uVlikziz<?! hsqk<kQjbk<!
K~{<Mukx<gig! lVf<jkBl<?! d{U! ujggjtBl<?! ke<eqjz! lqGf<k!
Gx<xr<gjtBl<!uiBjuBl<?!ke<eqjzh<hMk<Kl<!ohiVm<M!Ofibqe<!ue<jl?!
dmz<fqjz!-jugTg<G!kg<guiX!lVf<K!ntqg<g!Ou{<Ml</!
!
hk<kqbihk<kqbl<!;< < << < << < < !
!! fQIujgbigUl<?! wtqkqz<! osiqg<gg<%cbKlie! d{ju! upr<g!
Ou{<Ml</! !gpqs<sz<!ntU!gmf<K!Ohijgbqz<?!-VLjx!uck<k!OsiXl<!
fQVl<! lm<Ml<! ogiMk<kz<! fe<X/! hiIzq! niqsqjb! Ougjuk<K! wMk<kfQI!
ogiMg<gzil</! ! Ofib<! ke<jl! Gjxf<K! ogi{<M! uVl<ohiPK! sqXgs<!
sqXg!d{uqe<!ntju!ohVg<gq!-VLjx!uck<k!Osix<Xme<!sqxqK!OliI!
%m<cg<!ogiMk<K!uvzil</!
!
“liOeubqX!gpquiIg<G!uijpg<gs<!szk<kqg<gib<!
!!giOe!kqiqB&Ig<GVuq!gijmdMl<H!gUkiiq!
!kiOebiG!LbZziqx<!xg<Gtk<Kg<!gVuimi!
!!lQOeuqVl<hqk<!kqe<hQviz<!uQO{Bbqjv!bqpf<kQOv/”!
. )hkii<k<kG{!sqf<kil{q*!
uijpg<gs<sz<?! nk<kqh<hqR<S?! -Vljxuck<k! gR<sq?! gii<?! GVju! gR<sq?!
l{g<gk<jk!niqsq! gR<sq?! NOvi! gqpr<G! li! -ux<jx!dhObigqg<gzil<!
we<X!hkii<k<kG{!sqf<kil{qbqz<!%xh<hm<Mt<tK/!
!
!
   “ofx<ohiiqjbk<!kqe<xi!oeMf<kigl<!uif<kqlf<k!
! !! ! lx<hqk<k!uik!lk&Is<js!.!hx<hzuil<!
! !! Ohkq!bOvisqjg!OhVujg!uqm<omipqBR<!
! !! ! Sikq!lmlbqOz!six<X”/!
. hkiIk<kG{!sqf<kil{q/< << << < !
!! OlZl<! dmzqe<! fQi<k<Kul<! Gjxf<kiz<! ofx<ohixqg<! gR<sqjb!
dhObigqg<gzil</!
“givi!l{qg<gQjv!gim<Mh<!hxr<gqbqjz!
!!! Ohvil<!ohVl<hbx<xqe<!Ohiqjzgt<!.!sQvi!
!!vgk<kq!ohVr<gk<kqiqg<gi!bibqjpOb!lQe<gt<!
!!! hjgk<kkqg!OhkqkVl<h!hiI”/!
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!!! ! ! ! ! .!hkiIk<kG{!sqf<kil{q!
!
givil{qg<gQjv?! gim<Mh<hxr<gqbqjz?ohVlhbqX! -jz?! ngk<kqbqjz?!
gk<kiqg<gib<?!lQe<gt<!-ux<jx!uqzg<g!Ou{<Ml</!
!
Home made ORS 
  Sugar  (Sucrose) - 40gm 
  Salt (Nacl)  - 4gm 
  Water   - 1 lr 
  
Less than  2 years  - 50  - 100ml / Loose stools 
  2 -10 years  - 100 - 200ml / Loose stools 
  10yrs & above - as much as wants 
 
kMh<H!Ljx;<<< !
!
• keq!leqke<!Sgikivk<jkg<!gjmhqcg<g!Ou{<Ml</!
• Ofibqz<zi! ofxqbqz<! osiz<zh<hm<m! fit<! yPg<gl<?! giz! yPg<gl<!
-ux<jxh<!hqe<hx<x!Ou{<Ml</!
• gib<gxqgjt!fe<xig!Oug!juk<K!d{<{!Ou{<Ml</!
• Gck{<{Qjv!fe<xig!gib<s<sq!hqe<!Nxjuk<K!nVf<k!ou{<Ml</!
• gib<gxqgt<?!hpr<gjt!d{<hkx<G!Le<!fe<xig!gPu!Ou{<Ml</!
• d{U!d{<hkx<G!Le<eLl<!lzl<! !gpqk<k!hqe<eLl<!jggjt!
fe<xig!Osih<H!Ohim<M!gPu!Ou{<Ml</!
!
!
!
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REVIEW OF MODERN LITERATURE 
 
DYSENTERY 
 
  It is the term used for diarrhea with visible mucus and blood. 
Dysentery is also often associated with fever and tenesmus.  Common clinical 
features of dysentery include anorexia, rapid weight loss and complications 
such as renal failure and encephalopathy. 
 
CAUSES: 
I. Bacteria: Shigella (S.sonni, S.flexneri, S.boydii, S.dysenteriae) 
Escherichia coli (Enterotoigenic, Enteropathogenic) 
Salmonella sp. 
Staphylococcus sp. 
Campylobactor sp. 
Yersinia sp. 
II. Protozoa: Entamoeba histolytica, Giardia lamblia., etc. 
III. Virus : Rota virus, Norwalk and allied viruses. 
 
The two main forms of dysentery are, 
1. Bacterial (bacillary) dysentery and 
2. Protozoal (amoebic) dysentery. 
The signs and symptoms of  “Mantha kazhichal” are nearly 
related to bacillary and amoebic dysentery in Modern system of 
Medicine. 
 
BACILLARY DYSENTERY (Shigellosis, Shigella colitis.) 
Definition: 
  Bacillary dysentery is an acute infection of the bowel caused by 
the organisms belonging to the genus Shigella.  The disease is more 
common in infants than in adults (Viswanathan and Desai, 1995). 
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Aetiology: 
 The causative agents are dysentery bacilli (Shigellae), small, gram 
negative, non-motile rods (1 to 3µm in diameter) and non-encapsulated with 
curved ends, that grow on the usual culture media(Noscov, 1988). They belong 
to the family Enterobacteriaceae and divided into fourgroups based upon 
serologic and biochemical reactions (Grossman, 1991). 
 
1. Shigella dysenteriae  (Group A, 12 serotypes), 
2. Shigella flexneri        (Group B, 6 secrotypes),  
3. Shigella boydii          (Group C, 18 secrotypes), and 
4. Shigella sonnei          (Group D, 1 serotype). 
 
 Shiga bacilli was named after Kiyoshi Shiga who isolated the bacilli 
during a severe epidemic of dysentery in Japan in 1896. It was the Shigella 
dysenteriae bacilli. 
 
Epidemiology: 
 Bacillary dysentery is endemic all over the world. The source of 
infection is the dysentery patient or career. 
 
 Shigella sonnei is the most frequently isolated serotype. Shigella 
flexneri is second in importance. Shigella dysenteriae serotype 1 tends to occur 
in massive epidemics. It shows special predilection for child population. In 
most of the developing countries Shigella flexneri is more common than 
Shigella sonnei. 
 
 The age specific attack rate is highest in the first four years of life. 
Infants in the first few months of life are rarely symptomatically infected with 
Shigella. There appears to be no sex predilection (Grossman, 1991). 
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 Susceptibility to dysentery is very high, particularly in infants. Various 
factors that reduce a patient’s resistance, such as acute or chronic infections 
(immunodeficiency), artificial feeding (non breast fed babies), hypotrophy, 
hypovitaminosis, etc., increase susceptibility. After an attack, immunity is type-
specific and short lived, fading apparently within a few months. (Nosov, 1988). 
 
Mode of Transmission: 
 In developing countries, it is usually acquired by ingesting 
contaminated food or water, and faeco-oral contamination 
 Direct person-to-person spread by contaminated hands (dysentery has 
therefore been called ‘the disease of dirty hands’ – Nosov, 1988) or 
other indirect vectors are common 
 Through fomites such as door handles, water taps, lavatory seats, 
eating utensils, toys etc., 
 House flies can have asymptomatic gut colonization, excreting shigella 
in faeces and carrying the organisms on their legs and foot hairs. 
Cockroaches also transfer the cysts to food articles (Muthu, 2006). 
 Closed environments, especially of people with underlying disease, low 
sanitation standards in populated localities, over crowding, poor sanitary 
habits in the population, inadequate medical services and poor 
nutritional states, all predispose to epidemic Shigellosis (Grossman, 
1991). 
 Crowding, poor personal hygiene and lack of sanitary facilities 
significantly increase the likelihood of intrafamilial spread of infection 
(Grossman, 1991). 
 Day-care centers are an important focus of Shigella outbreaks due to 
the gathering of young, susceptible, children who practice poor personal 
hygiene, they readily contaminate their environment (Grossman. 1991). 
 The organism can survive in water and buffered food (such as milk and 
grains) for months (Grossman, 1991). 
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Incubation period: 
 1 to 7 days after ingestion of the organisms. 
 
Pathogenesis: 
 Shigella is orally ingested and acid labile but have little difficulty in 
passing the gastric acid barrier. The bacilli infeet the epithelial cells f the colon 
and spread to adjacent cells by endocytic mechanism, Invasive strains of 
Shigella after penetrating the epithelial cells of intestine multiply in the 
submucosa and lamina propria. (Suraj Gupte, 1998). In mild cases, the main 
features are intense mucosal inflammation with oedema, haemorrhage and 
excess mucus secretion. There may be some fibrenous exudation on the 
mucosal surface, but this is much more marked in serve cases in which there is 
extensive pseudomembrane formation with mucosal necrosis and subsequent 
ulceration. The ulcers extend in an irregular manner and tend to have shredded 
margins. Icroscopically, the colonic mucosa shows intense inflammatory 
reaction in the lamina propria and polymorphs can be surrounding the mucosal 
crypts and invading the epithelial surfaces. The presence of numerous 
polymorphs admixed with red cells and mucus in the faeces is of presumptive 
diagnostic value (J.R.Anderson, 1991). 
 
Clinical features 
  The onset is acute, with all grades of severity from mind bowel upsets 
fulminant dysentery with and dehydration. There may be a abdominal colic, 
headache, weakness, prostration, nausea, vomiting, fever and incessant passage 
of loose scanty stools containing blood and mucus and the presence of faecal 
leucocytes (Achar, 1995; Mathan and Mathan, 1991). Dehydration and 
electrolyte loss may cause shock. Drowsiness and neck rigidity and 
convulsions may occur (Suraj Gupte, 1998). 
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Complications: 
  These include dehydration acidosis, shock, electrolyte imbalance 
disaccharide deficiency may follow for a short period following the diarrhea 
(Achor, 1995) Anemia with hypo-proteinanemia, rectal prolapse, haemolytic 
uremic syndrome.(Suraj Gupte, 1998) 
 
Diagnosis: 
 Essentials of Diagnosis: 
 Cramps and bloody diarrhea 
 High fever, malaise, convulsions 
 Pus and blood diarrhoeal stool examined microscopically. 
 Diagnosis confirmed by stool culture(William Hay 
J.R.Jessies. R.Groothis, Anthony R.Hayward, Myron 
J.Vevin, 1995) 
 
 Diagnosis is not difficult when the clinical picture is distinctive. 
Differential diagnosis is mainly from amoebiasis and food poisoning. Infantile 
gastro enteritis is most often encountered in infants whereas dysentery often 
tends to occur in children over two or three years. Intussusception is an 
important entity that should not be overlooked, especially in infants  
 
1.Examination of the stools: 
• Macroscopic-colour, consistency, presence of mucous and blood 
• Microscopic-pus cells/leucocyte more than 10 cells/ HPF, RBCs, 
evidence for the infecting agents (parasites/bacteria, protozoa, 
fungus, helminthes, ova, cyst) 
 2. Stool culture 
 3. Tests for malabsorption 
 4. Sigmoidoscopy/ colonoscopy 
 5. Renal function test 
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Differential diagnosis: 
1. Mild dysentery in infants under 1 year should be differentiated from 
simple dyspepsia. 
2. Intestinal infection caused by pathogenic serological types of group I 
Escherichiae. 
3. Salmonellosis. 
4. Staphylococcal enterocolitis 
5. Amoebiasis 
 
Prognosis: 
  Institution of proper treatment well in time leads to favorable prognosis 
in a large majority of case. Such factors as malnutrition and enclosed 
population (that of mental institution) and those with septicemia contribute to 
increased morbidity and mortality 
 
Prevention: 
  Direct contact transmission of shigella can be prevented by appropriate 
environmental and personal hygiene. Hand washing with soap and water 
decontamination of water supplies, use of sanitary latrines. Protection of food 
preparation and its storage can all reduce the primary and secondary 
transmission of shigella infection (Keusch 1991). Educational services, 
encouraging conscious avoidance of faces contamination,breast feeding and 
nutritional support for children with dysentery or persistent diarrhea are 
proven-cost effective public health measures reducing the incidence of 
bacillary dysentery(Rohde, 1984)  
 
Treatment and diet: 
 The most important conditions for successful treatment of dysentery 
patients are a properly organized regimen, careful nursing, and suitable diet. 
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 Treatment of Dehydration 
 Oral Rehydration Therapy 
    Oral rehydration therapy (ORT) includes the following: 
 
 Oral rehydration solution 
 Other fluids and liquid diets 
ORS: 
 WHO ORS: There are two types of WHO ORS available- conventional 
ORS and low osmolarity ORS. 
 
WHO ORS (Conventional versus Low Osmolarity) 
Ingredients per Litre (g) 
Concentration 
of Ingredients per Litre 
(mmol/L) 
Ingredients 
High 
Osmolarity 
ORS 
Low 
Osmolarity 
ORS 
Components 
High 
Osmolarity 
ORS 
Low 
Osmolarity 
ORS 
Sodium 90 75 Sodium 
chloride 
3.5 2.6 
Chloride 80 65 
Trisodium 
Citrate 
dehydrate 
2.9 2.9 Citrate 10 10 
Potassium 
Chloride 
1.5 1.5 Potassium 20 20 
Glucose 20 13.5 Glucose 111 75 
Total 
osmolarity 
   311 245 
 
Composition of Different Low Osmolarity ORS: 
 
Ingredients mEq/L (mmol/L) mEq/L (mmol/L) mEq/L (mmol/L) 
Sodium 50 60-70 75 
Chloride 40 60-70 65 
Potassium 20 20 20 
Citrate 30 10 10 
Glucose 
anhydrous 
111 75-90 75 
Osmolarity 251 210-260 245 
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Home-available fluids: 
 
Recommended Not Recommended 
• Lemon water 
• Rice water 
• Soups 
• Dal water 
• Coconut water 
• Plain water 
• Simple sugar solution 
• Glucose solution 
• Carbonated soft drinks 
• Fruit juices-tinned or fresh 
• Fluids for athletes 
• Gelatin desserts 
• Tea/coffee 
 
Dietary Management: 
 
1. Breastfed infants; 
 Breast feeding should be continued uninterrupted even during 
rehydration with ORS. Semisolid feeds should be started as soon as the 
deficit has been corrected. 
 
2. Non-breastfed infants:  
 In non-breasted babies, milk, preferably mixed with cereals along with 
other semisolid foods, can be given during or after correction of 
dehydration. 
 
3. Older children:  
Diet as appropriate for age is advised and consists of rice, pulses, curd 
etc., Staple foods do not provide optimal calories per unit weight, and 
these should be enriched with fats and oil or sugar, for example, rice 
with milk or curd and sugar, mashed banana with milk or curd and 
mashed potatoes with oil. 
 
4. Foods to be avoided: 
Fruit juices, junk foods, spicy foods, carbonated fluids, sugar-and 
glucose-rich foods and foods with high fibre content and vegetables 
should be avoided 
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Diagnostic signs and symptoms of  bacillary dysentery: 
S.No Features Bacillary dysentery 
1. 
 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
 
 
7. 
 
 
8. 
Epidemiology 
 
 
Incubation period 
 
Onset 
 
 
Age 
 
Course 
 
Symptoms and 
signs 
 
Dehydration,  
prostration 
 
Complications 
and outcome. 
Acute epidemic disease (Occasionally 
endemic). 
 
A week or less. 
 
Often acute, even explosive or hyperacute, 
good health prior to attack. 
 
Common in children. 
 
Acute (Few days). 
 
Severe tenesmus due to rectum being involve 
frequently.  
 
No thickening of colon. 
Well marked.  
 
Due to exhaustion, dehydration and toxemia. 
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Characteristic features of the stools of bacillary dysentery patients. 
Feature Bacillary dysentery 
Macroscopic 
 Frequency 
 Amount 
 Odour 
 Nature 
 
 Colour 
 Reaction 
 Consistency 
 
Over  10 motions a day 
Relatively small 
Odourless 
Blood and mucus, no faeces 
 
Bright red 
Alkaline 
Adherent to the container 
Microscopic 
 RBC 
 Pus cells 
 Macrophages 
 Eosinophils 
 Parasites 
 
 Bacteria 
 Charcot  
leyden crystals 
 
Discrete or in rouleaux 
Numerous 
Large and numerous 
Scarce 
Nil 
 
Motile bacteria 
Absent 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
  To find the efficacy of Vasambu choornam, the following studies 
were carried out in the present investigation. 
I. Collection, Identification and confirmation of the raw drugs, for the 
preparation of Vasambu choornam. 
II. Purification and processing of raw drugs. 
III. Preparation of trial drug. 
IV. Biochemical analysis of trial drug. 
V. Pharmacological studies of trial drug. 
VI. Antimicrobial studies of trial drug. 
VII. Clinical trials 
 
The clinical study on “Mantha kazhichal” is being conducted in the 
outpatient and inpatient department (Postgraduate) of Kuzhandhai 
Maruthuvaam at Government Siddha Medical College Palayamkottai. 
 
Selection of cases: 
   20 in patients, 30 out patients.  In patients will be given medicine and 
provided hospital diet. Out patients provide medicine and dietary regulations.  
 
Inclusion criteria 
Age: 1-12 yrs. 
Sex : Both male and female 
 The Patients had passage of loose stools were often mixed with blood 
and mucus and associated with lower abdominal pain, Tenesmus, Abdominal 
tenderness, fever with vomiting. 
 Patients and their parents who are willing for admission and stay in 
Inpatients Department or willing to attend Outpatient Department. Patient who 
are willing to undergo blood, urine, stools investigation. 
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  Patients and their parents who are willing to sign the informed consent 
stating that he/she will consciously stick to the treatment, during 42 days but 
can put out of his/ her conscious discretion. 
 
Exclusion Criteria: 
Severe dehydration. 
Need of IV fluids 
Immune suppressive disorder 
Enzyme deficiencies 
Ulcerative colitis 
Patient from out break areas of cholera. 
 
Withdrawal Criteria     
Occurrence of any adverse reactions. 
Patients turned unwilling to continue in the course of clinical  trial   
Poor patient compliance   
 
Tests and Assessments:     
Clinical Assessments 
Routine investigations 
Specific investigations 
Specific investigations 
Radiological investigations 
Siddha investigations. 
 
Clinical Assessments: 
Frequent diarrhea usually containing mucus and blood 
Abdominal pain 
Nausea 
Loss of appetite 
Tenesmus 
Low grade fever                                                                                                              
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INVESTIGATION 
ROUTINE INVESTIGATION 
BLOOD        Urine 
Hb                       Albumin 
Total WBC count            Deposits 
DC polymorphs 
1. Lymphocytes 
2. Eosinophils 
3. Monocytes 
4. Basophils.  
Total RBC count 
ESR 
       ½ hr : 
        1 hr : 
 
Specific investigation 
Motion :  
Ova 
Cyst 
Occult blood 
 Motion culture 
 
 
Radiological Investigations: 
 USG  -  Abdomen  
 
Siddha Investigations: 
Envagai Thervu: 
1. Naadi      
2. Sparisam       
3. Naa  
4. Niram 
5. Mozhi  
6. Vizhi  
7. Malam  
8. Moothiram 
Neerkuri 
Neikuri 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 
Results were observed according to the following criteria: 
I. Biochemical analysis 
II. Pharmacological studies 
III. Antimicrobial studies 
IV. Clinical trial 
1. ParuvaKaalam 
2. Age 
3. Sex 
4. Religion 
5. Mukkutra Kaalam 
6. Socio economic status 
7.  Diet 
8. Aetiological factors 
9. Clinical presentation 
10. Ezhu Udal Kattukal 
11. Envagai thervukal 
12. Neikuri and Urine analysis 
13. Haematological profile. 
14. Microscopic examination of stool and culture  
15. Efficacy of drug 
16. Inpatient case report 
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I. Biochemical analysis: 
The Biochemical analysis of Vasambu choornam prove that it has 
aminoacids, calcium, chloride, unsaturated compounds, Tannic acid reducing 
sugar and ferrous iron. 
II. Pharmacological analysis: 
In the Pharmacological studies, the trial drug has antispasmodic, 
antidiarrhoeal, acute and chronic anti-inflammatory, antipyretic and styptic 
effects. 
III.Anti microbial study: 
The results in the present study prove that the Vasambu choornam has 
significant antimicrobial activities against Shigella dysentriae,E-coli, 
Salmonella typhi,  Klebsiella, Pseudomonas  and  Staphylococci  common  
intestinal pathogen, responsible   for dysentery.  
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IV.  Clinical Trials 
1. Distribution of patients according to Paruva Kaalam 
 The admission sheets of 20 inpatients reveal that 12, 7, 1 and patients 
were admitted in Kaar kaalam, koothir Kaalam, Muthuvenil kaalam 
respectively. 
Table 1. Shows the distribution according to paruvakaalam. 
Sl. No. Paruva Kaalam Month 
No. of IP 
cases, 
(out of 20) 
Precentage 
(%) 
1. Kaar Kaalam Aavani and Purattasi 
(Aug 16
th
 to Oct 15
th
) 
12 60 
2. Koothir Kaalam Iyppasi and Karthigai 
(Oct 16
th
 to Dec 15
th
) 
7 35 
3. Munpani Kaalam Markazhi and Thai 
(Dec 16
th
 to Feb 15
th
) 
- - 
4. Pinpani Kaalam Maasi and Panguni 
(Feb 16
th
 to Apr 15
th
) 
- - 
5. Elavenil Kaalam Chithirai and Vaigasi 
(Apr 16
th
 to Jun 15
th
) 
- - 
6. Muthuvenil Kaalam Aani and Aadi  
(Jun 16
th
 to Aug 15
th
) 
1 5 
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2. Distribution of patients according to age: 
 The informations, obtained from patients or informants regarding 20 
inpatients show that one patient in each of  Thalattu Paruvam,  Mutha Paruvam, 
2patients in each of sappani paruvam, Siruthaer Paruvam,Pethai paruvam, 3 
patients in Varugai paruvam and 9  patients in Pethumbai Paruvam . 
Table 2. Shows the distribution of the patients according to age. 
Sl.No. Age and Paruvam 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. 1-6 Months - Kaappu Paruvam NIL - 
2. 6-12 Months - Senkeerai Paruvam NIL - 
3. 1-11/2 Years - Thalattu Paruvam 1 5 
4. 11/2 -2 Years - Sappani Paruvam 2 10 
5. 2-21/2  Years - Mutha Paruvam 1 5 
6. 21/2  - 3 Years - Varukai Paruvam 3 15 
7. 3 - 31/2  Years - Ambuli Paruvam NIL - 
8. 31/2  - 4 Years - Chitril Paruvam NIL - 
9. 4  - 41/2  Years  - Siruparai Paruvam NIL - 
10. 41/2  - 5 Years - Siruthaer Paruvam 2 10 
11. 
5-6 Years - Pethai (female) /Pillai 
(Male) Paruvam 
2 10 
12. 
6-12 Years – Pethumbai Paruvam 
(female) /Siruparuvam (male)  
9 45 
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3. Distribution according to the sex: 
 Among 20 inpatients, 7 were male and 13 were female children  
 
Table 3. Shows the distribution of patients according to sex. 
Sl. No Sex 
No. of IP cases (out 
of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Male 7 35 
2. Female 13 65 
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4. Distribution according to the religion: 
 On the basis of religion, 16 patients were Hindus and 2 patients were 
Christians, 2 patients were  muslim  among 20 inpatients.  
 
Table 4. Shows the distribution of patients according to religion. 
Sl. No Religion 
No.of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Hindu 16 80 
2. Christian 2 10 
3. Muslim 2 10 
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5. Distribution according to the Thinai: 
 Regarding the distribution of patients on the basis of Thinai, since 
Tirunelveli town and surrounding villages belong to Marutham, 19 patients out 
Of 20 inpatients were  belongs to  Marutham and one patient belong to Neithal 
which is a nearby district ( Tuticorin district ) 
 
Table 5  Shows the distribution of patients according to Thinai. 
Sl.No Thinai 
No. of IP cases  
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Kurinji (Hill) NIL - 
2. Mullai (Forest) NIL - 
3. Marutham (Fertile) 19 95 
4. Neithal (Coastal) 1 5 
5. Palai (Desert) NIL - 
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6. Distribution according to the Mukkuttra Kaalam: 
 When Mukkuttra Kaalam is considered all the inpatients taken for the 
present study were children and so they belonged to Vaatha Kaalam only. 
7. Distribution according to the Informants: 
The informations and details about the history, signs and symptoms of 
the disease for 20 patients were given by 4 patients themselves, 12 mother of 
patients, 3 father of patients and 1 grandparent of patients.  
Table 6 Shows the informants and reliability of information  
Sl.No. Informant 
No.of IP Cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Reliability 
1. 
Patient 
himself/herself 
4 20 Most reliable 
2. Mother 12 60 Best reliability 
3. Father 3 15 Good reliability 
4. Grand parent 1 5 
Very fair 
reliability 
5. Relative/ friend NIL - Fair reliability 
6. Others NIL - Poor reliability 
 
 
9. Distribution of patients according to the Socio economic status: 
When the socioeconomic status of the patients were analysed, it is found 
that 15 in patients were from poor families, 4 were from middle class families 
and 1 from rich family. 
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Table 7. Shows the distribution according to their socio economic 
Status. 
S.l.No 
Socio economic 
status 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Poor  15 75 
2. Middle class 4 20 
3. Rich 1 5 
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10. Distribution according to the diet habits: 
 Regarding the diet habits of inpatients, duration of breast feeding they 
enjoyed, present food habits and water resources for their drinking water were 
analysed.  
10a. Distribution according to the food habits: 
 As far as present diet habits are concerned, 19 patients were having the 
habit of eating both vegetarian and non-vegetarian diets and 1 patient was 
having the habit of eating vegetarian.  
 
Table 8 Shows the distribution according to food habits. 
Sl.No Food Habits 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20 
Percentage (%) 
1. Vegetarian 1 5 
2. Mixed 19 95 
 
10b. Distribution according to the drinking water sources: 
Water source to obtain drinking water is also an important factor for 
health care. In the present study 3 patients had well water, 9 had tap water, 6 
had bore well water and 2 got water from either pond or river for drinking 
purpose.  
 
Table 9 Shows the distribution on the basis of water sources. 
Sl.No. Water sources 
No.of IP cases (out 
of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Well 3 15 
2. Tap water 9 45 
3. Bore well 6 30 
4. Pond/River 2 10 
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11. Distribution according to cases within the same families: 
Among 20 inpatients, 6 patients (30%) belonged to three families, ie., 2 
from one family,  2 from another family and 2 from another family and others 
(70%) were from different families. 
 
Table 10. Shows the incidence within the same family. 
Sl. No Cases 
No. of IP cases (out 
of 20 
Percentage (%) 
1. Within same family 6 30 
2. Others 14 70 
 
12. Distribution according to aetiological factors: 
 From the informations gathered, the aetiological factors for 20 patients 
are inferred that 1  patient was infected due to bottle feeding of all liquids, 7  
patients through impure drinking water, 3 due to intake of excessive pungent 
and sour tasted food; 6 through contaminated food and 3 due to lack of 
personal hygiene.  
 
Table 11. Shows the distribution according to the aetiological factor. 
Sl.No Aetiological factor 
No.of IP cases (out 
of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. Bottle feeding 1 5 
2. Drinking impure water 7 35 
3. 
Intake of excessive 
pungent and sour tasted 
food. 
3 15 
4. 
Intake of contaminated 
food items. 
6 
30 
 
5. Lack of personal hygiene 3 15 
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13. Distribution according to the duration of illness: 
 Regarding the history of disease, it is understood that 9 patients had the 
complaint for 3 days, 2 patients for 4 days, 8 for 5 days and 1 patient  for 
9days. 
Table 12. Shows the duration of illness of the patients. 
Sl.No 
Duration of 
illness 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. 1 day NIL - 
2. 2 days NIL - 
3. 3 days 9 45 
4. 4 days 2 10 
5. 5 days 8 40 
6. 9 days 1 5 
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14. Distribution according to the Clinical Presentations: 
 The facts about the clinical presentations were gathered from patients 
or informants as well as by the diagnostic methods such as Poriyaal arithal 
Pulanaal arithal and Vinaathal usually followed in Siddha system of Medicine.   
 
Table 13. Shows the Clinical Presentations (Signs and symptoms)  
Sl.No Signs and Symptoms 
No. of IP 
cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. 
 
 
Passing bright red scanty loose stools with 
mucus and blood. 
 
20 
 
 
100 
 
 
   2. 
3. 
4. 
 
5. 
6. 
 
7. 
 
8. 
Flatulence 
Raised body temperature 
Tenderness over caecal region and 
ascending colon. 
Tenderness over transverse colon 
Tenderness over descending colon 
 
Tenderness over both descending and 
transverse colon 
Tenderness and enlargement of liver 
18 
16 
1 
 
6 
 
8 
 
5 
 
NIL 
 
90 
80 
5 
 
30 
 
40 
 
25 
 
Nil 
 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Indigestion. 
Abdominal discomfort 
Abdominal pain 
Rectal tenesmus 
Post prandial evacuation of bowels. 
Nausea and vomiting 
Incessant cry 
20 
20 
20 
17 
12 
6 
1 
100 
100 
100 
85 
60 
30 
5 
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Distribution according to mukkutra nilai : 
 Analyses of the factors of the clinical presentation show symptoms due 
to derangement of Vaatham, Pitham and Kabam. The observations, regarding 
Uyir thathukkal (Mukkuttram) show that all inpatients (100%) show symptoms 
due to derangement of Abaanan,Viyaanan, Samaanan,Kirukaran and 
Devathaththan in Vaatham 
 
15. Distribution according to Mukkuttra nilai: 
Table 14. Shows the distribution according to Uyir thaathukkal. 
Sl.No 
Uyir thaathukkal 
(Mukkuttram) 
No of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
 
 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Vaatham 
Piraanan 
Abaanan 
Viyaanan 
Uthaanan 
Samaanan 
Naagan 
Koorman 
Kirukaran 
Devathaththan 
Dhananjeyan 
 
Pitham 
Analam (Paasagam) 
Ranjakam 
Saathakam 
Piraasakam 
Alosaham 
 
NIL 
20 
20 
6 
20 
NIL 
NIL 
20 
20 
- 
 
 
20 
10 
NIL 
7 
NIL 
 
 
- 
100 
100 
30 
100 
- 
- 
100 
100 
- 
 
 
100 
50 
- 
35 
- 
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S.l.No 
Uyir thaathukkal 
(Mukkuttram) 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
 
Kabam 
Avalambakam 
Kilethakam 
Pothakam 
Tharpakam 
Santhikam 
 
20 
20 
12 
9 
NIL 
 
100 
100 
60 
45 
- 
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16. Distribution according to Ezhu Udal kattukal (Udalthaathukkal): 
 Based on Ezhu Udal Kattukal, the distribution of inpatients shows that 
all patients (100%) had affected Saaram and Chenneer  
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Table 15. Shows the distribution according to the Udal kattukal. 
S.l.No Udal kattukal 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Saaram 20 100 
2. Chenneer 20 100 
3. Oon NIL - 
4. Kozhuppu NIL - 
5. Enbu NIL - 
6. Moolai NIL - 
7. Sukkilam /Suronitham Not applicable - 
 
17. Distribution according to Envagai thervukal: 
Table 16. Shows the Envagai thervukal of patients. 
 
Sl.No 
 
Envagai 
thervukal 
 
Inference 
No. of IP 
cases (out 
of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
 Coated and slightly dry 
tongue 
7 35 1. Naa 
 Ulcer in the tongue 1 5 
2. Niram  Pallor of the skin 5 35 
3. Mozhi  Blurred voice or low 
pitched voice 
4 20 
 
4. Vizhi  Pallor of the conjunctiva 16 80 
 Raised body temperature 14 70 5. Sparism 
 Abdominal pain and 
tenderness 
20 100 
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 Bright red loose scanty 
stools with blood and 
mucus and frequency of 
motion 5-12 times per day 
11       55 
 
6. Malam 
 Dark brown semisolid 
stools with blood and 
mucus with offensive smell 
and frequency of  motion 
3-8 times per day 
9 
 
45 
 
 Burning micturition 1 5 
 Slightly yellow colour 
urine 
6 30 
7. Moothiram 
 Normal urine 13 65 
 Pitha Vaatham 9 45 
 Vaatha Pitham 8 40 
8. Naadi 
 Kaba Vaatham 3 15 
 
18. Distribution according to Neikuri examination: 
 Neikuri examination of urine of 20 patients shows the following.  
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Table 17. Shows the Neikuri inference of urine. 
Sl. No. Character of Urine 
Neikuri 
inference 
No.of IP 
cases  
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. Spreading like snake Vaatha neer 5 25 
2. Spreading like ring Pitha neer 12 60 
3. Appearing like pearl Kaba neer 3 15 
 
 
 
19. Distribution according to Haematological profile: 
 Examinations regarding Haematological profile were done, to estimate 
Haemoglobin content, ESR/ hr and Total count and Differential count of 
Leukocyte. 
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19. a. Distribution according to Haemoglobin content: 
Table 18 Shows the Haemoglobin content of patients 
Sl. No Haemoglobin (%) 
No. of IP cases  
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. Less than 60 1 5 
2. 61 to 65 6 30 
3. 66 to 70 10             50 
4. Above 70 3 15 
 
 
19. b. Distribution according to Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate: 
The examination of Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR/hr), showed 
that in 1 patients  (5%) ESR/hr was between 1 and 7 mm; in 13 patients 
(65%)between 7 and 14mm; in 5 patients(25%) between 14 and 21mm and in 
1 patient(5%) between 21 and 28. 
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Table 19 Shows the Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR/ hour). 
Sl. No ESR/hour 
No. of IP cases 
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. 1 – 7 mm 1 5 
2. 7 – 14 mm  13 65 
3. 14 – 21 mm 5 25 
4. 21- 28 mm 1 5 
 
 
19. c. Distribution according to the Total Count of Leukocyte/cu.mm: 
The record of the total count (TC) of leukocytes (WBC) in inpatients 
shows that 1 patients (5%) had the WBC count between 4000 and 
6000/cu.mm; 5 patients ( 25 % ) between 6000 and 8000/cu.mm;and 14 
patients( 70% ) had between 8000 and 10000/cu. mm;. 
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 Table 20 Shows the Total Count of Leukocyte /cu.mm. 
Sl. No Total 
leukocytes/cu.mm 
No. of IP cases  
(out of 20) 
Percentage (%) 
1. 4000 - 6000 1 5 
2. 6000 – 8,000 5 25 
3. 8000 – 10,000 14 70 
4 10000-12000 Nil - 
 
20. Distribution according to results of urine analysis: 
 The results of urine analysis showed that in all patients the albumin, 
sugar and deposits were found to be absent in urine, showing that all were 
excreting normal urine. 
Table 21. Shows the results of urine analysis of patients. 
Sl. No. 
Urine analysis 
for 
Positive (out 
of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Negative 
(out of 20) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. Albumin NIL - 20 100 
2. Sugar NIL - 20 100 
3. Deposits NIL - 20 100 
 
21. Microscopic examination of stool and culture for Shigella sp  
The results regarding microscopic examination of stool and culture for 
Shigella sp before and after treatment for 20 inpatients have been given in table 
24. From this table, it is clear that all 20 patients were suffering from Shigella 
invasion causing bacillary dysentery. 
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22. Efficacy of drug: 
 From all the above observations and results it is clear that in18 patients 
(90%) the Vasambu chooranam  has produced good effect in treating Mantha 
Kazhichal  to get complete cure.   
Table 22. Shows the clinical results of Vasambu chooranam. 
Sl.No Clinical results of 
Vasambu chooranam  
No of IP cases  
(out of 20) 
Percentage  
(%) 
1. Good 18 90  
2. Fair /Moderate 2 10 
3. Poor NIL - 
 
 
However in 2 patients (10%), they have moderate effect and full cure 
have been noticed after fortnight of treatment. So for this case, it is considered 
that Vasambu choornam has shown good effect. 
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TABLE 23  INPATIENT CASE REPORT OF TWENTY ONE CASES FOR THE DISEASE 'MANTHA KAZHICHAL' 
 
S.No 
I.P 
No 
Age/Sex 
Duration 
of illness 
Signs and Symptoms DOA DOD 
No. of 
days 
treated Results 
1 2282 2 1/2/ MC 7 
Passing red scanty loose stools mixed with mucus and 
blood , flatulence, tenderness over caecal and asending 
colon, indigestion ,raised body temperature, abdominal 
discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus were present. 
16.07.12 24.07.12 9 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
2 2707 12 /FC 3 
Passing red scanty loose stools mixed with blood and 
mucus , abdominal pain rectal tenesmus  indigestion, 
abdominal discomfort, tenderness over caecal region and 
ascending colon were present.  
17.08.12 19.08.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
      3 3000 8/FC 3 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood for 4 
times a day, flatulence, raised body temperature tenderness 
over descending colon , indigestion , abdominal 
discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus were present. 
10.09.12 12.09.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
4 3001 6 /MC 3 
Passing red scanty loose stools or semisolid stools with   
mucus and blood , flatulence, raised body temperature, 
tenderness over both descending and  transverse colon , 
indigestion , abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal 
tenesmus, nausea and vomiting were present. 
10.09.12 12.09.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
5 3288 12/MC 3 Abdominal pain , Abdominal discomfort indigestion, 
flatulence, tenderness over descending colon passing red 
scanty loose stools with blood and mucus for 4 times a day, 
rectal tenesmus , nausea and vomiting were present. 
27.09.12 29..09.12 3 
All symptoms, 
except slight 
tenderness over 
descending 
colon are 
relieved and 
discharged 
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6 3289 12/FC 3 
Passing red scanty loose stools mixed with mucus and 
blood,  raised body temperature, indigestion, abdominal 
discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus, tenderness 
over both descending and transverse colon were present. 
27.09.12 29.09.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
7 3290 12/MC 2 
Passing  loose stools often mixed with blood and mucus, 
indigestion, flatulence, Abdominal pain, abdominal 
discomfort, rectal tenesmus, tenderness over descending 
colon, raised body temperature, Nausea and vomiting were 
present. 
2.09.12 29.09.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
8 3345 8/FC 4 
Passing red scanty loose stools mixed with mucus and 
blood flatulence raised body temperature, tenderness over 
descending colon, indigestion, abdominal pain, abdominal 
discomfort,  were present. 
29.09.12 03.10.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
9 3372 5/FC 3 
Fever, abdominal pain and discomfort, indigestion, 
flatulence, passing red scanty stools mixed with blood and 
mucus 6 times a day, rectal tenesmus, incessant cry 
,tenderness over caecum and ascending colon were present. 
01.10.12 03.10.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
10 3373 3/FC 3 
Passing red scanty loose stools mixed with blood and 
mucus for 4 times a day, flatulence, indigestion, abdominal 
pain, abdominal discomfort, rectal tenesmus, incessant cry, 
tenderness over caecal region and ascending colon were 
present. 
01.10.12 03.10.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
11 3374 10/FC 4 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence, raised body temperature, tenderness over caecal 
desending colon, indigestion , abdominal discomfort, 
abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus, were present. 
01.10.12 03.10.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
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12 3566 5/MC 4 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence, tenderness over transverse and descending 
colon, indigestion, abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, 
rectal tenesmus, post prandial evacuation of bowels nausea 
and vomiting were present. 
13.10.12 16.10.12 3 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
13 3567 3/FC 4 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence, tenderness over  ascending colon, indigestion , 
abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain,raised body 
temperature, rectal tenesmus were present. 
13.10.12 16.10.12 4 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
14 3636 6 /FC 5 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
raised body temperature, tenderness over descending 
colon, flatulence, indigestion , abdominal discomfort, 
abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus, were present. 
20.10.12 24.10.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
15 3891 11/4/FC 5 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence , raised body temperature, post prandial 
evacuation of bowels,nausea and vomiting tenderness over 
transverse colon, indigestion , abdominal discomfort, 
abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus, were present  
20.10.12 24.10.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
16 3892 3/FC 5 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence , raised body temperature, tenderness over 
transverse and descending colon, indigestion , abdominal 
discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus, nausea and 
vomiting,incessant cry were present. 
20.10.12 24.10.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
17 4012 2 /MC 5 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence , raised body temperature, nausea and vomiting, 
tenderness over descending colon, indigestion , abdominal 
discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus were present  
23.11.12 27.11.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
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18 4181 2/FC 4 
Passing red scanty loose stools with  mucus and blood , 
flatulence, raised body temperature, tenderness over both 
descending and  transverse colon , indigestion , abdominal 
discomfort, abdominal pain, rectal tenesmus were present. 
06.12.12 10.12.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
19 4182 10/MC 5 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood ,  
raised body temperature, tenderness over descending 
colon, indigestion , abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, 
rectal tenesmus,  nausea and vomiting were present . 
06.12.12 10.12.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
20 4183 10/FC 5 
Passing red scanty loose stools with mucus and blood , 
flatulence , raised body temperature, tenderness over  
transverse colon, indigestion , abdominal discomfort, 
abdominal pain were present. 
06.12.12 10.12.12 5 
All symptoms 
relieved and 
discharged. 
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Table 24  Blood report of 20 patients with Manthakazhichal 
 
Before Treatment After Treatment 
Tc/cu-
mm 
DC Hb% ESR 
mm/hr 
Tc/cu-
mm 
DC  Hb
% 
ESRm
m/hr 
DOA DOD No. 
Of 
Day
s 
Trea
ted 
S.No I.P.N Name Age/sex 
 P% L% E%    P% L% E
% 
     
1 2282 Selvaganesh 2 ½/mc 8600 58 40 2 68 18 8600 58 40 2 68 16 16.7.12 24.7.12 9 
2 2707 Priya 12/fc 7000 60 35 5 68 16 9800 58 38 4 65 12 17.8.12 19.8.12 3 
3 3000 Deyvanai 8/fc 9200 60 28 12 66 16 9200 64 32 4 66 12 10.9.12 12.9.12 3 
4 3001 Sujith 6/mc 7800 57 38 5 62 12 7600 57 38 5 62 10 10.9.12 12.9.12 3 
5 3288 Silvan 12/mc 8800 60 32 8 72 14 8800 60 34 6 72 12 27.9.12 29.9.12 3 
6 3289 Elizabeth 12/fc 9800 58 38 4 66 16 9800 58 38 4 65 12 27.9.12 29.9.12 3 
7 3290 Muthu selvan 12/mc 8300 62 34 4 64 24 8300 62 36 2 65 18 27.9.12 29.9.12 3 
8 3345 Irshana fathima 8/fc 8800 64 34 2 68 14 8800 64 34 2 68 12 29.9.12 3.1012 5 
9 3372 Usha 5/fc 9200 54 42 4 70 8 9200 54 42 4 70 6 1.10.12 3.10.12 3 
10 3373 Valarmathi 3/fc 5500 60 37 3 66 10 5500 60 37 3 66 10 1.10.12 3.10.12 3 
11 3374 Sneha 10/fc 7500 62 33 5 67 7 7500 62 33 5 67 6 1.10.12 3.10.12 3 
12 3566 Iyappan 5/mc 9800 52 44 2 68 18 9600 52 44 2 68 16 13.10.12 16.10.12 4 
13 3567 Muthulakshmi 3/fc 7400 56 32 3 65 15 7200 55 42 3 64 12 13.10.12 16.10.12 4 
14 3636 Ponselvi 6/fc 7900 65 42 3 62 10 7800 65 32 3 62 8 20.10.12 24.10.12 5 
15 3891 Ponmalar 1 1/4/fc 7200 56 44 2 68 16 7200 56 42 2 67 12 20.10.12 24.10.12 5 
16 3892 Muthumari 3/fc 9200 54 38 2 68 18 9100 54 44 2 68 16 20.10.12 24.10.12 5 
17 4012 Sri Ram prasad 2/mc 9000 58 42 4 65 14 9000 58 38 4 65 12 23.11.12 27.11.12 5 
18 4181 Kavya 2/fc 9100 52 34 6 62 8 9100 52 44 4 61 6 6.12.12 10.12.12 5 
19 4182 Sahul hameedu 10/mc 8800 64 34 2 68 12 8800 64 34 2 68 10 6.12.12 10.12.12 5 
20 4183 Aditha 10/fc 9800 60 38 2 64 14 9800 60 38 2 64 10 6.12.12 10.12.12 5 
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24. Motion and Urine test Report of 20 Patients with Manthakazhichal 
 
A : albumin   NAD : no abnormal deposits 
S : sugar 
D : deposit 
N : nil 
Urine Test 
Stool 
Culture 
For  
Shigella 
Leukocytes 
Occult 
Blood 
BT AT 
S.NO I.P.NO Name 
Age/ 
Sex 
BT AT BT AT BT AT A S D A S D 
1 2282 Selvaganesh 2½//MC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
2 2707 Priya 12/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
3 3000 Deyvanai 8/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
4 3001 Sujith 6/MC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
5 3288 Silvan 12/MC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
6 3289 Elizabeth 12/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
7 3290 Muthuselvan 12/MC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
8 3345 
Irshana 
fathima 
8/FC 
+ - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
9 3372 Usha 5/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
10 3373 Valarmathi 3/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
11 3374 Sneha 10/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
12 3566 Ayyappan 5/MC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
13 3567 Muthulakshmi 3/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
14 3636 Ponselvi 6/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
15 3891 Ponmalar 11/4/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
16 3892 Muthumari 3/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
17 4012 
Sri 
ramprashath 
2/MC 
+ - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
18 4181 Kaviya 2/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
19 4182 Sahul hamidu 10/MC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
20 4183 Athitha 10/FC + - + - + - N N NAD N N NAD 
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OUT – PATIENT RECORD 
 
S.No OP No. Name Age/Sex No. of days 
Treated 
Remarks 
1 53710 Sangeetha 7/Fc 10 Good 
2 53709 Abinaya 4/Fc 8 Good 
3 55704 Karthika 7/Fc 8 Good 
4 62775 Vanitha 2/Fc 6 Good 
5 62774 Raja 6/Mc 6 Moderate 
6 66152 Marikannan 10/Mc 7 Good 
7 66436 Santhoshkumar 3/Mc 6 Good 
8 66963 Surya 1/Mc 5 Good 
9 68962 Kumar 1/Mc 6 Moderate 
10 68960 Muthamizh 2/Fc 6 Good 
11 70740 Vithiya 2 /Fc 5 Good 
12 72104 Abdulla 12/Mc 6 Good 
13 78424 Usha 21/2/Fc 6 Poor 
14 78828 Nithiya 2/Fc 5 Good 
15 78826 Kala 3/Fc 5 Good 
16 81422 Samuvel 3/Mc 7 Good 
17 81424 Parasakthi 21/2/Fc 7 Good 
18 81785 Porselvi 5/Fc 6 Good 
19 81783 Suba 8/Fc 6 Moderate  
20 83539 Ramkumar 4/Mc 6 Good 
21 83537 Jothi 3/Fc 6 Good 
22 84413 Venkatesan 1/Mc 5 Good 
23 86813 Kaviya 2/Fc 5 Good 
24 86814 Dinesh 3/Mc 5 Good  
25 93765 Santhi 12/Fc 6 Good 
26 93766 Ambika 3/Fc 7 Good 
27 95004 Umamaheshvari 2/Fc 5 Good 
28 95003 Pandiyaraj 5/Mc 5 Good 
29 96398 Ganeshraja 3/Mc 5 Good 
30 96399 Sagunthala 7/Fc 5 Moderate  
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DISCUSSION 
 From the review of literatures of Siddha and Modern systems of 
Medicine, it is clear that the disease Mantha kazhichal is caused due to bacilli  
Shigella sps. When searching for a suitable Siddha Medicine, the properties of 
Vasambu, Chukku, Milagu, Thippili, Athividayam, Kadukkai thol, Indhuppu are 
found to be suitable for treating MANTHA KAZHICHAL. 
 
Selection of Trial Drug: 
 The selection of trial drug is based on the following properties 
According to Nadkarni, the Chukku can be used for advanced stages of 
dysentery, diarrhoea, infantile diarrhoea, intestinal parasites, flatulence and 
dyspepsia. According to Medicinal plants for health and wealth, the dried 
rhizome of ginger helps to increase the power of digestion. It helps to increase 
the apetite. Ginger is used as carminative, rubefacient and stimulant. It is also 
used in dyspepsia and flatulence.  
Kadukkai contains tannic acid and chebulin.Chebulin posses anti 
spasmodic activity. 
According to wealth of India Thippili has anthelmintic properties and is 
used to stop dysentery. 
According to Nadkarni, rock salt is given to rouse digestion which was 
weekened by diarrhea and dysentery. (Vide Annexure-1) 
On account of stimulant action it aids digestion and is specially useful in 
atonic dyspepsia and forbid condition of the stomach. It will correct flatulence 
and nausea. It has also been used in diarrhea and cholera 
According to Nadkarni regarding the asafetida acting as antispasmodic. 
Because of this action, the antispasmodic effect. 
According to Nadkarni the vasambu can be used for dysentery due to 
presence of calamine 
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Before taking the Vasambu chooranam to patients suffering from 
MANTHA KAZHICHAL, it is tested for its biochemical, pharmacological and 
antimicrobial properties. 
3a. Biochemical Analysis: 
The results of Biochemical analysis of Vasambu chooranam show that 
it consists of calcium, chloride, Tannic acid, reducing sugar, unsaturated 
compounds, aminoacids and ferrous iron.  
The presence of ferrous iron in Vasambu chooranam may help in 
haemoglobin synthesis in mild or acute anaemic patients, caused due to blood 
loss along with faeces in MANTHA KAZHICHAL. 
 3b.Pharmacological Studies: 
1. Antispasmodic and Antidiarrhoeal effects: 
The study of pharmacological effect of Vasambu chooranam proves 
that it has antispasmodic and antidiarrhoeal effects. Asafoetida, Kadukkai have 
antispasmodic activity Thus the trial drug have the antispasmodic and 
antidiarrhoeal effects.  
2. Anti-inflammatory effect: 
The analysis of acute and chronic anti-inflammatory action of Vasambu 
chooranam on albino rats, showed significant anti-inflammatory actions.  
 Hence the treatment of Mantha Kazhichal with Vasambu 
chooranam may avoid inflammation in the wall of gastrointestinal tract caused 
due to bacterial infections. Hence this may avoid pain, discomfort, tenesmus, 
irritation and tenderness in gastrointestinal tract. 
3. Antipyretic effect: 
 The study of the antipyretic effect of Vasambu chooranam showed 
significant action in controlling yeast induced fever in albino rats. Mantha 
Kazhichal  patients sometimes may have increased body temperature and 
fever. Since the Vasambu chooranam has significant antipyretic effect, this 
may control and relieve the fever and pain in Mantha Kazhichal  patients.  
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4. Styptic effect: 
 The styptic effect of Vasambu chooranam showed that the bleeding 
time of blood is reduced in experimental animals, thus prevent blood loss. This 
effect has been described as one of the properties of Vasambu chooranam by 
which the blood gradually disappears and the stools assume a more foeculent 
and solid form. 
III. Antmicrobial studies: 
 The study of antimicrobial activities of Vasambu chooranam against 
common species of intestinal invaders, namely, E.coli, Klebsiella, Shigella 
dysenteriae, Staphylococus aureus, Pseudomonas and Proteus prove that the 
trial drug has significant inhibitory actions against target organims.  
Hence most of the gastroenteritis may be controlled by Vasambu 
chooranam.  
IV. Clinical Trial: 
1. Incidence according to Paruvakaalam: 
 When the clinical trial of Vasambu chooranam was performed 30 out 
patients and 20 inpatients with Mantha Kazhichal  were treated with this trial 
drug during the period of July 2012 to December 2012. Among the 
experimental period, however the Kaar kaalam shows the period for the out 
burst of this disease.  
2. Incidence according to Age:  
 Regarding the age distribution, the literature shows that in the 
occurrence is more in the age group of 1 to 4 years. Then it becomes moderate 
in later childhood. In the present study both in the outpatient ward and inpatient 
ward the severe occurrence of Mantha Kazhichal  was noticed among the age 
group of 6 to 12 years and moderate occurrence of was noticed between the age 
of 2 and 4 ½  years. This does not mean that the occurrence is more common in 
children belonging to age group of 6 to 12 years. One of the reasons for this 
may be that the parents of children between the age of 1 and 2 preferred to care 
their children by keeping them in their home, rather than admitting them in the 
hospital. On the other hand parents of children between the age of 6 and 12 
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showed their willingness to admit their children in the hospital to treat them 
under the care of doctor and hospital staff. 
3. Incidence according to Sex: 
 On the basis of the sex, the disease Mantha Kazhichal  affects both 
male and female children more or less equally Hence there is no sex 
predilection for MANTHA KAZHICHAL.  
4. Incidence according to Religion: 
 Regarding the distribution of this disease on the basis of religion of the 
patients, 80% were Hindus, 10% were Christians and 10% were muslim. 
However, in and around Tirunelveli the Hindu population out burst the 
population of other religions. So on the basis of this data, one cannot predict 
the occurrence of the Mantha Kazhichal  on the basis of religion. 
5. Incidence according to Thinai: 
 Similarly the distribution of patients on the basis of thinai, shows that 
95% of patients belong to Marutham and 5% from Neithal. Since In Siddha 
literature, Marutha nilam is considered as a disease free zone. However the 
changing life style, dietary habits from their ancestor and environment may 
also be one of the reasons for this occurrence. Further the high temperature in 
Palayamkottai and its surrounding areas may be responsible for increasing 
pitham and may result in increased occurrence of MANTHA KAZHICHAL.  
6. Incidence according to Mukkuttra Kaalam: 
 Since the present study is restricted to children below the age of 12, all 
the patients belong to Vaatha kaalam only. So in the present study, it is inferred 
that in children Mantha Kazhichal  is a Pitha disease occurring in 
Vaathakaalam. 
7. Incidence according to Informants: 
In the present study 60% informants were mothers, 15% were fathers 
and 20 % were patients themselves and 5% were grand parent of patient. So the 
reliability of informations was more than good.  
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8. Incidence according to Socioeconomic Status: 
Common environmental reasons for disease are poor ventilation, over 
crowding, poor sanitary habits, lack of personal hygiene etc. These factors are 
mainly depend on the occupation and socioeconomic status of the patients. 
Regarding socioeconomic status of patients, 75 % were from poor families, 20 
% were from middle class families and 5% were from rich families. Hence this 
observation supports the view that occurrence and spreading of Mantha 
Kazhichal  may be partially due to poor sanitation and personal hygiene. 
9. Diet: 
 Regarding diet, the consumption of Non-vegetarian diet, indigestible or 
half cooked diet, faecal contaminated food and rotten fruits and vegetables may 
aggravate MANTHA KAZHICHAL. In the present study, it is noticed that 19  
inpatients had mixed food habits, consuming both vegetarian and non-
vegetarian diets and 1 inpatient had vegetarian diet. 
10. Incidence according to cases from the same families: 
 In 3 occasions 2 children from one family, 2 children from another 
family and 2 children from another family were affected by Mantha 
Kazhichal  and admitted in the hospital. The incidence of children affected 
from mantha kazhichal who belonged to the same family was about 30%. 
11. Incidence according to the duration of Illness:     
 Further it is also due to lack of awareness about the disease, the 
affected patients were not brought to the hospital immediately. Among 
inpatients, 10% patients had 4 days illness, 40% had 5 days illness. 45 % had 3 
days illness and only 5 % had 9 days illness.  So they need atleast 3 to 10 days 
treatment both as inpatient and then as outpatients.  
12. Incidence according to Clinical Presentations: 
 As per the Siddha system of Medicine, the signs and symptoms or 
clinical presentations of patients were collected by Poriyaal arithal, Pulanaal 
arithal and Vinaathal. 
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 According to literature the red scanty loose stools with mucus and 
blood is a symptom of bacillary dysentery. This helps the author to diagnose 
that 100% were affected by bacillary dysentery. 
 By Pulanaal arithal, the flatulence (90%) and raised body temperature 
(70%) indicated the secondary symptoms of possible Mantha Kazhichal. 
By Vinaathal, it was understood that all patients had indigestion, 
abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain and rectal tenesmus, which are typical 
symptoms of Mantha Kazhichal  as described in literature. In 60 %; 40 % and 
5 % of patients, post prandial evacuation of bowels, Nausea and vomiting and 
incessant cry were observed respectively.  
 
13. Incidence according to Uyir thathukkal (Mukkuttram): 
 In the present investigation, Mantha Kazhichal  affects Abaanan, 
Viyaanan, Samaanan, Kirukaran and Devathathan under vaatham in all patients 
which produced loose stools, rectal tenesmus, indigestion, abdominal 
discomfort etc. Uthanan was deranged in 30% of patients that produced poor 
appetite, nausea and vomiting. All patients had derangement of Analam  under 
pitham that produced loose stools with blood and mucus. Derangement of 
Analam in 100% Ranjakam in 50% and Piraasakam 35% caused pallor of the 
skin. Derangement of Avalambakam and Kilethakam under kabam in all 
patients produced loose stools with mucus and indigestion. 60% patients 
showed derangement of Pothagam of Kabam and it caused abdominal 
discomfort and pain.40% patients showed derangement of Tharpaham causing 
shunken of eyes.   
14. Incidence according to Ezhu udalkattukal: 
In the present study, it was found that two of the seven udal kattukal 
namely Saaram and chenneer were deranged in all 20 inpatients. 
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15. Incidence according to Envagai thervukal: 
 In the present study, 80% of patients showed pallor of the conjunctiva; 
and 70 % showed fever, but invariably all patients had the complaint of 
abdominal pain and tenderness of different regions of large intestine. Analysis 
of malam showed symptoms for bacillary dysentery in 100%. Analysis of 
Moothiram did not show any significant changes. Observation of Naadi 
showed that 45% Pitha vaatham 40% Vaatha pitham and 15% Kaba vaatham.  
16. Incidence according to Neikuri examination: 
 Neikuri was performed in the present study shows that 25% of patients 
showed Vaatha neer; 60 % Pitha neer and 15% Kaba neer. 
17. Incidence according to Haematological profile: 
 In the heamatological profile, haemoglobin content of blood, ESR/hr, 
and total count of leukocytes were studied. 
17. a. Incidence according to Haemoglobin content: 
 The study of haemoglobin content showed that majority of patients had 
mild or severe anaemia due to loss of blood along with stools.  
17. b. Incidence according to the reading of ESR/ hour: 
 The study of ESR showed that in 65% and 25% of patients, the ESR 
values were between 7 and 14 mm, and 14 and 21mm per hour respectively. 
These values were slightly above normal range. However in 5% patients, the 
values ranged between 1 and 7 mm and 5% patients have values ranged 
between 21-28mm. 
17. c. Incidence according to Total Count of Leukocyte: 
 In the total count of WBC in the blood 70% of patients had slightly 
increased WBC count that ranged between 8000-10000/cu.mm. In other cases 
the values were more or less normal.  
18. Incidence according to urine analysis: 
 As far as urine analysis is concerned, it has been noticed that all 
patients excreted normal urine. 
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19. Incidence according to the Microscopic examination of stool and 
culture for Shigella sp. 
 The microscopic examinations of stools and culture for Shigella sp. 
revealed that all the 20 patients were affected by Shigella sp. Moreover the 
stools of all patients showed the presence of occult blood cells or erythrocytes. 
20. Incidence according to Prognosis Assessment and Efficacy of 
Trial drug Vasambu chooranam: 
 After confirming the diagnosis of types of Mantha Kazhichal, the 
patients were treated with Vasambu chooranam with a dose of 250mg to 
500mg, thrice a day before meals with cow’s butter milk, depending on the age 
and body weight of the patients. The observation of signs and symptoms were 
followed as long as the patients were in the hospital as inpatients. The 
prognosis were  clearly recorded. When all the symptoms disappeared the 
patients were discharged by examining the stools, blood and other systemic 
signs and symptoms once again. It is clear that among 20 patients, who had 
been treated with Vasambu chooranam, 18 were completely relieved from all 
systemic symptoms. The stool examinations also showed the absence of 
pathogen  Shigella  in bacillary dysentery. This showed that Vasambu 
chooranam had good effect in curing  Mantha Kazhichal  in 90 % of patients 
and 10% of our trial, expressed moderate responses to Vasambu chooranam. 
 All the treated cases were advised to have a follow up and lead a 
hygienic way of living, food environment as mentioned in “Thaeraiyer pini 
anuga vithi vozhukam”  
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SUMMARY 
 
 Mantha Kazhichal  (Dysentery) is a disease affecting mainly the large 
intestine and very common in children as per the Siddha and Modern Systems 
of Medicine. 
 To treat children with MANTHA KAZHICHAL, a Siddha Trial Drug; 
Vasambu chooranam has been prepared. The collection, confirmation and 
purification of all ingredients have been described. The method of preparation 
of Vasambu chooranam has also been described. 
 The biochemical analysis of the Trial Drug shows the presence of 
aminoacids, unsaturated compounds, calcium, ferrous iron, chloride, and tannic 
acid the results have been tabulated. The pharmacological effects such as 
antispasmodic, antidiarrhoeal, acute and chronic anti-inflammatory, antipyretic 
and styptic effects of trial drug have been studied and the results have been 
tabulated.  
The antimicrobial action of the Trial Drug on entroinvasive microbes 
such as, E.coli, Klensiella, Shigella Dysteriae,  Staphylococcus aureus, proteus  
and Pseudomonas have also been studied and the results have been tabulated. 
The Trial Drug, Vasambu chooranam has been used to treat 20 
inpatients (from July 2012 to December 2012) of children affected by 
MANTHA KAZHICHAL. Dehydrated children having lactose intolerance and 
in need of emergency treatment were excluded for this study. 
Before treatment, the signs and symptoms for Mantha Kazhichal  are 
noticed and confirmed by clinical analyses. During treatment, the dose of             
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250 mg to 500mg of Vasambu chooranam, thrice a day before meals, along 
with cow’s butter milk has been given to children affected by Mantha 
Kazhichal  depending on their age, body weight and severeness of the disease.  
No side effect has been noticed during treatment with Vasambu 
chooranam. By analysing and taking into consideration of all these results, it is 
inferred that the Vasambu chooranam has effective actions in controlling the 
Mantha Kazhichal.  
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CONCLUSION 
 Vasambu chooranam ha significant antimicrobial, anti diarrhoeal, 
styptic, antispasmodic, antipyretic and anti inflammatory actions. 
 It has shown very good result in controlling bacillary dysentery. In the 
present observation, it is also proved that it is an effective treatment for 
bacillary dysentery. 
 No adverse effect were observed in the Vasambu chooranam treated 
patients. 
 The drug is a herbal product, easily available, harmless to infants and 
children. 
 The dose of the drug used in the present study is to be used in   
paediatric practice to treat children with Mantha kazhichal. 
 
 Because of these encouraging outcoming results, the study may be 
undertaken with same medicine in a large number of cases and it may open 
new windows for the treatment of “Mantha Kazhichal  ”. 
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ANNEXURE - I 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF TRIAL 
PREPARATON AND PROPERTIES OF TRIAL MEDICINE 
 
 
kUe;jpd; ngaH; ;; ;; ;   : trk;Gr; #uzk;; ; ;; ; ;; ; ; 
 
NrUk; ruf;F; ;; ;; ; fs;;;; 
 
Rj;jpj;j trk;G  : 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j Rf;F  : 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j kpsF  : 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j jpg;gpyp  : 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j fLf;fha;j; Njhy;: 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j mjptplak; : 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j fhak;  : 100 fpuhk; 
Rj;jpj;j ,e;Jg;G  : 100 fpuhk; 
 
nra;Kiw;;;  
  ruf;Ffis Rj;jp nra;J vLj;J #uzpj;J rypj;J vLj;Jf; 
nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. 
 
msT 
 250 kp.fp. 500kp.fp - ,uz;L Ntis 
 
JizkUe;J;;;  
 gRtpd; Nkhh; 
 
jPUk;Neha;P ; ;P ; ;P ; ; 
 khe;jf;fopr;ry; 
 
MjhuE}y;;;; 
 Fzghlk; %ypif tUg;G 
 
trk;G;;;   (Acorus calamus) 
NtW ngah; 
 cf;fpuk;> trk;> tir Ntzp> RLthd;> ciug;ghd;  
 Rit  : fhHg;G 
 jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
 gphpT  : fhH;g;G 
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nra;if;;;  
 grpj;jPj; J}z;b   - Stomachic 
 mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp -   Carminative 
 El;GOf;nfhy;yp  - Germicide 
 
nghJ Fzk;:  
  ghk;ghjp eQ;rw; Gjg;Gz; typtplghfq; Fd;kk; 
  #k;gh hpuj;jgpj; jk;Kf ehw;wk;td; #iyrd;dp 
  tPk;ghk;ig fhrk; gpyPfQ; rpypgjk; tPwpUky; 
  jhk;ghq; fpUkp apitNaF khrpt rk;gpidNa. 
          (Nj.F.)  
 
trk;gpdhy;> vy;yh eQ;Rfs;> Gz;tiffs;> Itiftyp Fd;kk;> ,uj;j 
gpj;jk;> tha;ehw;wk;> #iy> Kg;gpzp> ,Uky;> <uy; Neha;fs;> 
ahidf;fhy;> ehlhg;GO Mfpait Nghk;.  
 
 
Chemical Constituents: 
 Palmitic acid 
 Eugenol 
 Pinene 
 Camphene 
 Sesquiterpene 
 Calamine 
 
Rf;F;;;  (Zingier officinale) : 
Family   : Zingiberaceae  
NtWngah;fs;       : mUf;fd;> mjfk;> Mh;jufk;> cgFy;yk;> 
cyh;e;j ,Q;rp> fLgj;jpuk;> Rf;F> Rz;b> 
nrhz;b> nrsgd;dk;> nrsth;dk;>  ethrhW> 
ehfuk;> knes\jk;> tpr;tNg\[k;> tpl %ba 
mkph;jk;> Nth;nfhk;G>  
gad;gLk; cWg;G : cyh;e;j fpoq;F  
  Rit : fhh;g;G  
 jd;ik : ntg;gk; 
 gphpT  : fhh;g;G 
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nra;if:;;;  
• ntg;gKz;lhf;fp 
• grpj;jPj;J}z;b 
• mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp 
 
nghJ Fzk;:;;;  
 #iyke;jk; neQ;nrhpg;G NjhlNkg; gk;koiy 
 %yk; ,iug;gpUky; %f;FePh; - thyfg 
 Njhlkjp rhue; njhlh;thj Fd;kePh;j; 
 Njhlk;M kk;Nghf;FQ; Rf;F. 
  Rf;fpdhy;> nrhpahik> khh;nghpr;ry;> GspNag;gk;>ntg;gk;> fPo;tha; 
Neha;> ,iug;G> ,Uky;> fopr;ry;> ePNuw;wk;> Fd;kk;> tapw;Wg;gprk;>fhJf; 
Fj;Jy;> KfNeha;> jiy Neha;> Fiytyp> ghz;L tapw;Wf; Fj;jy;> 
IaRuk; Nghk;.     
 
Chemical Constituents:  
 Zingiberene α &β 
 Zingerone  
 Gingerin  
 Gingerol  
 Shogaol  
 β – bisabolene  
 β – Phellandrance  
-Wealth of India Vol:XI page No: 102 
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jpg;gpyp;;;    (Piper Longum) 
 
NtW ngah;;;; : 
  Mh;fjp> cz;ruk;> cyitehrp> fhkd;> Flhhp> Nfhyfk;> Nfhyp> 
NfhioaWf;fp> ruk;> rhb> Jstp> khfjp> fid> nrsz;b> jz;Lyp> 
fzk;> fypdp> ghzk;> gpg;gpyp> itNjfp> mk;G> Mjp kUe;J  
Rit  :  fhh;g;G 
jd;ik  :  ntg;gk; 
gphpT  :  ,dpg;G 
nra;if;;;  
 mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp  (Carminative) 
  ntg;gKz;lhf;fp    (Stimulant) 
nghJ Fzk; :;;;  
Mrd Neha; njhz;ilNeha; Mtuz gpj;jKjy; 
ehrptpop fhjpitNeha; ehl;GONeha; - tPrpLtp 
aq;fyhQ;r dQ;rpijAk; mk;gha; moptpe;Jk; 
nghq;fyhQ;r eq;ifah;Nfhl;Nghy;. 
        (Nj.F.) 
  Ritapd;ik> nghUky;> jiytyp> %h;r;ir> ePNuw;wk;> 
njhz;ilNeha;> %f;F> fhJ> fz;Neha;fs;> GONeha;fs; Kjypad 
FzkhFk;. 
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Chemical Constituents:  
 Piperine 
 Fatty oil 
 Starch 
 Volatile oil 
 Resin 
  
fLf;fha;j;Njhy;; ; ; ;; ; ; ;; ; ; ; (Terminalia chebula) 
Family  :  Combretaceae 
NtW ngah;fs; : mf;Nfhlk;> mKjk;> mk;Ujh> mugp>  
mhpjfp> gj;jpak;> g+jd;> Nkfk;> Nuhfpdp> 
[Pt;ah> [Ptg;ghpah> n[ah> thpf;fha;  
Rit  :  fhHg;G 
jd;ik  :  ntg;gk; 
gphpT   :  ,dpg;G 
 
nra;if;;;  
 grpj;jPj;J}z;b (Stomachic) 
Rit  : Kf;fpa Rit- Jth;g;G  
mj;Jld; rpwpJ> ,dpg;G>Gspg;G fhh;g;G> ifg;G  
 jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
 gphpT  : ,dpg;G  
Fzk;:;;;  
jhil fOj;jf;fp jhY Fwpaptplg;  
gPil rpypgjKw; Ngjp Klk; - Milnal;lhj;  
J}ykpb Gz;thj Nrhzpfh khiyapuz;  
lhykpb Nghk; thpf;fh ahy;.  
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Chemical constituents:  
 Chebulinic acid 
 Chebulagic acid  
 Tannic acid  
 Linoleic, olic, palmitic & stearic acids,  
 -Data Base on medicinal plants used in Ayurveda Vol:3    Page No:283  
 Terminalia chebula has anthelmintic activity. In another investigation, 
the presence of a non-nitrogenous neutral  principle in the fruits names 
chebulin possessing anti spasmodic activity  
                                      -Wealth of India Vol IX P.No :175 
 
 
kpsF   (Piper nigrum) 
 
NtW ngah; :;;;  
 fypid> fwp> fhak;> Nfhsk;> jpuq;fy;> kphpay;> rUge;jk;> 
ts;sprk;> khrk;> FWkpsF> kiyahsp  
  
  Rit : ifg;G> fhh;g;G 
 jd;ik : ntg;gk; 
 gphpT  : fhh;g;G 
 
nra;if:;;;  
 
fhwYz;lhf;fp (Acrid) 
mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp (Carminative) 
Kiwntg;gfw;wp (Antiperiodic) 
jbg;Gz;lhf;fp (Rubefacient) 
ntg;gKz;lhf;fp (Stimulant) 
tPf;fq;fiur;rp (Resolvent) 
thjklf;fp  (Antivatha) 
er;rhp   (Antidote) 
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nghJ Fzk;:;;;   
 
rPjRuk; ghz;L rpNyj;kq; fpuhzpFd;kk; 
thjk; mUrpgpj;jk; kh%yk; - XJrd;dp 
ahrkg]; khuk; mld;Nkfk; fhrkpit 
ehrq; fwpkpsfpdhy; 
        (m.F.) 
 
  ,jdhy;> Fsph;Ruk;> ghz;L> Nfhio> fopr;ry;> Fd;kk;> thA> 
Ritapd;ik> ntwp> %yk;> rd;dpahrk;> mg];khuk;> gpuNkfk;> ,Uky;. 
 
Chemical Constituents:  
 Piperine 
 Lignin 
 Piperidine 
  
mjptplak;;;;  (Aconitum heterophyllum) 
 
NtW ngah;  :  mj;jpuzk;> gq;Fiu> khjphp 
Rit    : ifg;G 
jd;ik   : ntg;gk; 
gphpT    : fhh;g;G 
 
nra;if;;;  
  grpj;jPj;J}z;b     (Stomachic) 
  JtHg;gp     (Astringent) 
  ntg;gfw;wp  (Febrifuge) 
  Mz;ik ngUf;fp   (Aphrodisiac) 
  cukhf;fp      (Tonic)  
  Kiwntg;gfw;wp       (Antiperiodic) 
 
nghJFzk;:;;;  
 
mjptp lak;rh;f;f uhw;Gj Neha; ntg;G 
nfhjpkUT NgjpnahL Nfhio – vjph;the;jp 
vd;Wiuf;Fk; Neha;f;$l;lk;,y;yh jfw;wptpLk; 
Fd;iw epfh;Kiyaha;! $W.     (m.F.) 
 
  ,J Gz;> Kiwr;Ruk; (tpl;Ltpl;L  tUfpw fha;r;ry;) 
ngUq;fopr;ry;> Nfhio> Nky; Nehf;fpa the;jp Kjypa Neha;fisg; 
Nghf;Fk;.  
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Chemical Constituents:  
 Atisine 
 Dihydro atisine 
 Hetisine 
 Heteratisine 
 
fhak;;;;  (Ferula asafoetida) 
 
NtW ngah;:;;;   
  mj;jpahfpufk;> ,q;F> ,uzk;> ,uhklk;> fe;jp>fhak;>   
 re;Jehrk;> G+jehrk;> Nrhkfhak; 
 
Rit  :  ifg;G 
jd;ik  :  ntg;gk; 
gphpT   :  fhh;g;G 
 
nra;if;;;  
 mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp    (Carminative) 
 GOf;nfhy;yp        (Anthelmintic) 
 ,rptfw;wp              (Antispasmodic) 
 kykpsf;fp              (Laxative) 
 rpWePh;g;ngUf;fp    (Diruretic) 
 
nghJ Fzk;:;;;  
je;jNt je;j %yj;njOk;gpzp 
rUtfhsk; tpUr;rpfq;fPlk;kh 
ke;jk;thjk; cjhth;j;jk; my;Fy;Neha; 
khh;gzq;fl;l Fd;kk;kNfhjuk; 
ce;Jnfh;g;gj;jpd; tpj;jpuQ;#iyr;#h; 
cjpug;G+r;rp rpNyj;Jkj;JWk; typ 
te;jnka;f;fLg; NghbitKw;WNk 
khAehWew; fhaq;fpilf;fpNd. 
         (Nj.F.) 
 
  ,jdhy;> gy; gy;yb Neha;fs;> ghk;G eQ;Rfs;> Njs; eQ;R> ke;jk;> 
Vg;gk;> thjk;> #jfthA> Fd;kk;> ngUtapW> #jfr;#iy> FUjpapYs;s 
Ez;GO> Iaj;jhy; gpwe;j typfs; cly; fLg;G> vd;Dk; ,itfs; Nghk;. 
      
Chemical Constituents:  
Organic sulphur compound 
Volatile oil 
Essential oil of garlic 
Allyl purusulphide 
Ferulic acid 
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,e;Jg;G ; ;; ;; ;  (Sodium chloride impura) 
 
NtWngah;fs;;; ;  
ire;jtk;> rpe;J}uk;> re;jpuDg;G> kjp$h;ik> kjpAg;G>  
kpe;jhr; nrhy;>  
Rit :  cg;G;;;  
 
nra;if: ;;;  
 mfl;Ltha;fw;wp>  
 rPWePh; ngUf;fp>  
 grpj;jp J}z;b  
Fzk;: ;;;  
 ‘ml;l Fd;k ke;jk; mrph;f;fuQ; #h; rPjgpj;je;  
 Jl;litak; ehbg;Gz; Nlhlq;fs;-nfl;lkyf;  
 fl;Ltpl tpe;ijaf; fhkpa Neha; td; fug;ghd;  
 tpl;Ltpl tpe;Jg;ig tps;”. 
   -Fzghlk; jhJ rPt tFg;G 
  ,e;Jg;gpdhy; vz;tpj Fd;kk;> myrk;> mrph;f;fuk;> fggpj;jk;> 
fghjpf;fk;> euk;Gf;fpue;jp> jphpNjh\k;> kyge;jk; FzkhFk;.  
  Rock salt is the mineral form of sodium chloride, crystallizing typically 
in cubes and having perfect cubic cleavage. 
            - Wealth of India Pg No.184 
 Rock salt is found in nature in extensive beds mostly associated with 
clay and calcium sulphate.  To obtain it, holes are dug into these rocks which 
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soon become filled up with salt water, the water is evaporated and the salt is 
left ready for use. 
- Dr.K.M.Nadkarni’s Indian Materia Medica, Vol II, Page No. 108 
Nkhh;:;;;  
 ‘ePiutpl;L Nkhiug; ngUf;F’  
vd;Dk; gonkhopg;gb file;j Nkhiu ePh; tpl;L ngUf;fp gad;gLj;j 
Ntz;Lk;. 
 tapw;Wtyp> ghz;L> gpj;jNfhgk;> Ngjp> jhfk;> grpke;jk; Kjypa 
Neha;fspy;> ,J gj;jpag;nghUshfTk; Jiz kUe;jhfTk; 
toq;fg;gLfpd;wJ.  
(Fzghlk; - [Pt tFg;G) 
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      trk;G;;;             Rf;F;;;  
 
                    
 
              kpsF                                              jpg;gpyp;;;  
                     
 
 
     fLf;fha; Njhy;; ; ;; ; ;; ; ;           mjptplak;;;; 
                    
     fhak;;;;       ,e;Jg;G; ;; ;; ;     
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trk;Gr; R+uzk;; ; ;; ; ;; ; ; 
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ANNEXURE – II 
BIO CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF VASAMBU CHOORANAM 
Preparation of the extract: 
5gms of Vasambu chooranam was weighed accurately and placed in a 
250ml clean beaker. Then 50ml distilled water was added and dissolved well. 
Then it was boiled well for about 10 minutes. It was cooled and filtered in a 
100 ml volumetric flask and then it was made up to 100ml with distilled water. 
This fluid was taken for analysis. 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS: 
S.No. Experiment Observation Inference 
1. TEST FOR CALCIUM: 
2ml of the above prepared extract 
was taken in a clean test tube. 2ml 
of 4% ammonium oxalate 
solution was added to it. 
A white 
precipitate is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Calcium. 
2. TEST FOR SULPHATE: 
2ml of the extract is added to 5% 
barium chloride solution. 
No white 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Absence of 
Sulphate. 
3. TEST FOR CHLORIDE: 
The extract is treated with silver  
nitrate solution 
A white 
precipitate is 
formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
chloride 
4. TEST FOR CARBONATE: 
The substance  is treated with 
concentrated HCl 
No brisk 
effervessence is 
formed. 
Absence of 
Carbonate. 
5. TEST FOR STARCH 
The extract is added with weak 
iodine solution. 
Blue colour is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Starch. 
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6. TEST FOR FERRIC IRON: 
The extract is  acidified  with 
glacial acetic acid and potassium 
ferro cyanide. 
No blue Colour is 
formed 
Absence of Ferric 
Iron. 
7. TEST FOR FERROUS IRON:  
The extract is treated with 
concentrated  nitric acid and 
ammonium thio cyanate.   
Blood red Colour 
is formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
ferrous Iron. 
8. TEST FOR PHOSPHATE: 
The extract is  treated with 
ammonium Molybdate and 
concentrated nitric acid 
No Yellow 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
Phosphate. 
 
9. 
TEST FOR ALBUMIN: 
The extract is treated with 
Esbach’s reagent. 
 
No Yellow 
precipitate is 
formed 
 
Absence of 
Albumin 
10. TEST FOR TANNIC ACID: 
The extract is treated with ferric 
chloride. 
Blue black 
precipitate is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Tannic acid. 
11. TEST FOR UNSATURATED 
COMPOUNDS: 
Potassium permanganate solution 
is added to the extract 
It gets 
decolourised. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Unsaturated 
compounds. 
12 TEST FOR THE REDUCING 
SUGAR: 
5ml of Benedict’s qualitative 
solution is taken in a test tube and 
allowed to boil for 2 mins and add 
8-10 drops of the extract and 
again boil it for2 mins 
 
 
No colour change 
occurs 
 
 
Absence of 
Reducing sugar 
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13 TEST FOR AMINO ACID 
      One or two drops of the 
extract is placed on a filter paper 
and dried it well. After drying 1% 
Ninhydrin is sprayed over the 
same and dried it well 
 
 
Vilet colour is 
formed 
 
 
Indicates the 
presence of Amino 
Acid 
14 TEST FOR ZINC 
      The extract is treated with 
Pottassium ferrocyanide 
No white 
precepetate is 
formed 
 
Absence of Zinc 
 
Inference 
The given sample of “VASAMBU CHOORANAM” contains calcium, 
chloride, ferrous iron, tannic acid, unsaturated compounds. 
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ANNEXURE - III 
ANTI-MICROBIAL (BACTERIAL) ACTIVITY OF VASAMBU 
CHOORANAM AGAINST SHIGELLA DYSENTERIAE, 
SOLMONELLA TYPHI, AND STAPHYLOCOCUS. 
 
Aim: 
 To identify the anti-microbial activity of Vasambu choornam against 
Shigella dysenteriae, Escherichia coli, Klebsiella, Staphylococcus aureus, 
proteus and Pseudomonas. 
 
Medium  : Muller Hinton agar 
 
Components of Medium: 
 Beef extract  : 300gms /lit 
 Agar   : 17gms /lit 
 Starch  : 1.50gms /lit 
 Casein Hydrolysate: 17.50gms /lit 
 Distilled Water : 1000 ml 
 pH    : 7.6 
Procedure: 
 Inoculum preparation: 
  The given micro organism is inoculated in 1 mlof peptone water under 
sterile condition. The inoculums is incubated at 37
0
C of 2 hours then the 
turbidity of the inoculums is adjusted to 0.5µc Forland turbidity standard.The 
inoculums was poured in a Muller Hintonagar plateand uniformly spreaded 
over the plate. The excess inoculumwas discarded. 
Disc preparation: 
  The known quantity of the given chemical compound is 
impregnatedin a 6mmdiameter filterpaper disc and applied over the inoculums. 
Then the Muller Hinton agar plate is incubated at inoculums is incubated at 
37
0
C for over night. The zone of clearance is measured with a scale and the 
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sensitivity of the organism to the given trial drug is asscessed. The diameter of 
zoneof inhibition was observed and recorded.. 
Table: Anti-microbial susceptibility test report 
Sl.No. 
Name of the target  
Organism 
Zone 
diameter of 
inhibition 
(mm) 
Reaction of the  
target organism 
1. Escherichia coli 16 Sensitive 
2. Klebsiella 9 Moderately Sensitive 
3. Shigella dysenteriae 13 Sensitive 
4 Staphylococcus 
aureus 
11 Sensitive 
5 Proteus 13 Sensitive 
6 Pseudomonas 14 Sensitive 
 
Result  
  The test drug Vasambu choornam was Sensitive against E.coli, 
Shigella dysenteriae, Proteus, Staphylococcus areus, Pseudomonas and 
Moderately sensitive to Klebsiella.  
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ANTI MICROBIAL ACTIVITY 
Sensitive against E.coli 
 
Sensitive against Klebsiella 
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ANTI MICROBIAL ACTIVITY 
Sensitive against Shigella dysenteriae 
 
 
  
Sensitive against Staphylococcus aureus 
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Sensitive against Proteus 
 
Sensitive against Pseudomonas 
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ANNEXURE IV 
PHARMACOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TRIAL MEDICINE 
ANTI DIARRHOEAL STUDY OF TRIAL MEDICINE 
Anti diarrhoeal study of trial medicine, Vasambu chooranam was done 
by charcoal meal method in rats. 
 
Preparation of drug:       
 Vasambu chooranam was ground into powder by mortar and pistle 
and 100mg of powdered drug was dissolved in 5ml of curd and 5ml of water. 
 
 Procedure: 
Four albino rats of uniform weight and size were selected and divided 
two groups each having two rats. All the rats were fasted for 48 hours before 
starting the experiments. The first group was treated as control group and oral 
administration of distilled water (1ml) was made. 
 
The second group of rats was fed by trial medicine, Vasambu 
chooranam at a dose of 100 mg/100 gm of body weight. 
 
After one hour, 0.5ml of 10% aqueous charcoal solution with gum 
acacia was given orally to all rats of each group by stomach tube. 
 
All the two test group animals were sacrified by chloroform after one 
hour of charcoal treatment and the distance traveled by charcoal was measured. 
The measurements were calculated by taking the distance travelled by charcoal 
from the pylorus upto the maximum distance it has passed in the intestine. The 
distance traveled by charcoal in experimental and control groups were 
tabulated. 
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Inference: 
  Percentage of the charcoal travel distance in the control group was  
75cm. In group II animals treated with trail medicine, the charcoal travel 
distance was 70cm. The trial medicine is confirmed to have Significant 
antidiarrhoeal acitivity. 
ANTIDIARRHOEAL ACTIVITY OF THE TRIAL MEDICINE ON 
RATS BY CHARCOAL MEAL METHOD 
S.No 
Name of 
Drugs/Groups 
Dose/100gram 
body weight 
Total 
Length 
of the 
intestine 
Charcoal 
meal 
traveled 
up to 
% of 
distance 
travelled 
by 
charcoal 
Remarks 
1. Conrol 
(water) 
 
2ml 
 
 
100 cm 
 
75cm 
 
75% 
 
 
2. Vasambu 
chooranam 
 
2ml 
 
102cm 
 
70cm 
 
57.4% 
Significant 
Action 
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ANTI DIARRHOEAL ACTIVITY OF VASAMBU CHOORANAM 
 
CONTROL 
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STYPTIC STUDY OF TRIAL MEDICINE 
 Styptic action of trail medicine, Vasambu chooranam was studied on 
rats. 
Procedure:  
  Four albino rats of uniform size and weight were selected and divided 
into two groups each having two rats. All the rats were anasthetised with other. 
The first group was treated as control and rats in group II were used for 
experiment with Vasambu chooranam.  
 
In control group, each rat was open cut through abdomen so as to expose 
the liver. Then a portion of the liver was cut by a sterilized scissor which 
resulted the bleeding. Simultaneously saline was applied over the bleeding 
area. The excessive blood oozing out from the cut region was removed by 
using blotting paper. The exact time taken for bleeding to stop was noted. 
 
 In experiment group, each rat was made to bleed as the steps followed 
in control group. But unlike the control group saline was replaced by Vasambu 
chooranam. Trial medicine was applied over the cut region of the liver soon 
after bleeding starts. The exact taken for bleeding to stop in experimental group 
was recorded.   
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S.No Drug Dose 
Bleeding time 
(in Secs) 
 
Result 
1 Control 
(water) 
2ml 
4.55  
2 Standard 
(Vit – ‘K’ Tablet) 
2ml 
2.55  
3 
Drug 
Vasambu 
chooranam 
0.56 Good 
Action 
 
Inference: 
  The styptic action of trial medicine was confirmed by the lesser time 
taken to stop bleeding when compared to control group. Thus the trial medicine 
is said to have Good Styptic acitivity. 
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STYPTIC ACTIVITY OF VASAMBU CHOORANAM 
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ANTI-SPASMODIC EFFECT OF TRIAL MEDICINE 
  Antispasmodic effect of trial medicine, Vasambu chooranam was 
carried out in isolated ileum of rabbit. 
Preparation of the drug: 
  Vasambu chooranam was mixed with 5ml of curd and 5ml of water. 
 Procedure: 
 A rabbit weighing about 1.1kg was selected and starved for 48 hours. 
But it was allowed to drink water. Then it was sacrified by stunning with a 
sharp blow below the head, followed by cutting the throat. Soon after, the 
abdomen was opened to expose the viscera. Then form intestinal loops (clearly 
Visible) the ileum was discussed out and placed on a shallow glass dish 
containing warm aerated tyrode solution. The lumen of the ileum was gently 
rinsed by saline with the help of 10ml pipette. 
In fully relaxed state, the ileum was cut into required segments of about 
4cm in length. Sutures were made to tie either end of the segments with the 
help of the needle in such a way that it was suspended in an inner tube of 
isolated organ bath maintained at 37
0
C. The tube is connected with a jar 
containing nutrient solution supplemented with atropine sulphate at a 
concentration of 0.25mg/litre. The inner tube thus obtained the nutrient solution 
was also connected to out let tube as well as oxygen tube. The ileum segment 
got oxygen by the aeration and fresh solution was filled after every test 
preceded by the removal of old nutrition solution through the outlet tube. 
Acetylcholine stock solution (100mg/ml) was prepared after 
standardizing the optimum concentration required to contract the tissue. Then 
trial medicine was given to study the inhibitory effect of acetylcholine induced 
contractions. 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 ml of acetylcholine were added to inner tube 
individually and run for 30 seconds at interval of 1 minute to each 
concentration. The tissue contraction at each concentration was recorded by 
kymograph. 
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0.5ml of trial medicine, Vasambu chooranam was added and run for 
30 seconds. Without draining the nutrient solution, 0.2ml of acetylcholine was 
added after one minute and the response was records. Then the concentration of 
trail medicine was increased to 1ml and the same procedure was repeated and 
the response was recorded. 
 
Inference: 
 The trial medicine, Vasambu chooranam was found to have inhibitory 
action on acetylcholine induced contractions hence it is said to have significant 
Anti spasmodic action. 
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ANTI – PYRETIC STUDY ON VASAMBU CHOORANAM 
Aim: 
  To study the Anti-pyretic study of Vasambu chooranam. 
 
Preparation of the test drug: 
  1gm of Vasambu chooranam was dissolved in 5ml of curd and 5ml of 
water. 1ml of this preparation contains 100mg of the test drug. 
 
Procedure: 
  3 groups of healthy albino rats were taken, each weights about 100-
200gm and divided into three groups, each group consists of 2 rats. All the rats 
were made hyperthermic by subcutaneous injection of 12% suspension of yeast 
at a dose of 100mg/100gm of body weight. 
 
 10 hours later one group of animal was given the test drug (Vasambu 
chooranam) at a dose of 100mg/100gm of body weight. The other group 
received distilled water at a dose of 1ml/rat and kept as control. The last group 
was given Paracetamol at a dose of 20mg/100gm of body weight and kept as 
standard. 
  
The mean rectal temperature for 3 groups was recorded at 0hr, 3hrs, and 4½ hrs 
after the drug administration. The difference between the mean temperature of 
the control group, standard and the test drug were noted and compared. 
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 Tabulation of Result obtained: 
After Drug 
administration 
S.No 
Name of the 
Drug 
/Groups 
Dose/100gm 
body weight 
Initial 
Temperature 
in centigrade 
3.0 
hour 
4 ½   
hour 
Remarks 
1. Vasambu 
chooranam 
1ml 
36.5 
36 
36.5 
36 
35 
35.5 
35.25 
Significant 
Action 
2. 
Standard 
Paracetamol 
1ml 
36 
36.5 
35 
35 
34.0 
34.0 
34.0 - 
3. 
Control 
Water 
1ml 
37 
36.5 
37.5 
37 
38.5 
38.5 
38.5  
 
Inference: 
  The test drug Vasambu chooranam has Significant Anti-pyretic 
action. 
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ACUTE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY STUDY ON VASAMBU 
CHOORANAM BY HIND-PAW METHOD 
Aim: 
 To study the acute anti-inflammatory effect of Vasambu chooranam 
by HIND-PAW method in rats. 
Equipment: Plethysmograph 
Preparation of the test drug: 
 1 gm of Vasambu chooranam was mixed with 5ml of  curd and 5ml 
of water. The dose 1ml contains 100mg of the test drug. 
 
Procedure: 
  Six healthy albino rats weighing 100-150 gm were taken and divided 
into three groups, each consiting of two rats. 
 First group was kept a control by giving distilled water orally of 
2ml/100gm body weight. The second group was given Ibuprofen at a dose of 
20mg/100gm wbody weight. The third group received the test drug, (Vasambu 
chooranam) at a dose of 100mg/100gm body weight. 
 
 Before administration of test drug, the hind-paw volume of all rats was 
measured. This was done by dipping the hind-paw upto the tibio tarsal junction 
in a mercury plethysmograph. While dipping the hind-paw, by pulling the 
syringe piston, the level of mercury in the centre small tube was made to 
coincide with remark and reading was noted from the plethysmograph. 
 Soon after measurement, the drug was administrated orally. One hour 
later, a sub-cutaneous injection of 0.1ml of 1% (W/V) carragenin in water was 
made into plantar surface of both hind paws of each rat. Three hours after 
carrageen injection, the hind-paw volume was measured once again. The 
difference between the initial and the final volume were calculated and 
compared. 
 The method is more suitable for studying anti-inflammatory activity in 
acute inflammation, the values are given below 
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Inference: 
  The test drug Vasambu chooranam has Significant Acute Anti-
inflammatory action. 
Name of 
Drug 
/Groups 
Dose/100gm  
body 
weight 
Initial  
Reading  
average 
Final 
reading 
average 
Mean 
difference 
Percentage 
Inflammation 
Percentage 
inhibition 
Drug 
Vasambu 
chooranam 
2ml 0.55 1.4 0.85 100 - 
Standard 
Ibu Brufen 
20mg 0.55 0.75 0.20 23.5 76.5 
Drug 100 mg 0.6 0.95 0.35 41.1 58.9 
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CHRONIC ANTI-INFLAMMATORY EFFECT OF VASAMBU 
CHOORANAM 
Aim: 
To evaluate the chronic anti-inflammatory effect of Vasambu chooranam 
in rats by cotton pellets granuloma method. 
Materials and method: 
Drug preparation: 
  1gm Vasambu chooranam was suspended in 10ml of distilled water with 
gum acacia as suspending agent. 
Cotton pellet Granuloma method: 
Procedure: 
Six healthy albino rats of either sex weighing between 80-100 gm were 
selected and divided into 3 groups each containing 2 rats. 
In this procedure the drugs were given daily for 7 days. Before giving the 
drug, cotton pellets each weighing 10 mg were prepared and sterilized in an 
autoclave for about one hour under 15 Pounds atmospheric pressure. 
On the day of experiment, each rat was anaesthetised with ether to implant 
10mg of sterilized cotton pellet subcutaneously in the lower abdomen two on each 
side after making suitable incision and sutured carefully. 
First group was kept as control group by giving distilled water of 
2ml/100gm of body weight to the second group the standard drug Ibuprofen in a 
dose of 10mg/ 100gm of body weight was given. 
The third group of animals was given tested drug Vasambu chooranam in 
a dose of 200 mg/100g of body weight. 
On the 8
th
 day of the experiment, all the rats were sacrificed and cotton 
pellets found to be surrounded by granulation tissue were removed and dried in 
hot air oven at 55
0 
C-60
0 
C. 
Results: 
The details of the experimental results are shown in the table. 
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EFFECT ON VASAMBU CHOORANAM 
 
Inference: 
 The test drug Vasambu chooranam has Significant Chronic Anti-
inflammatory action. 
S.No 
Name of 
Drug 
/Groups 
Dose/100gm 
body 
weight 
Pellet 
weight 
Pellet 
weight of 
the 
Granuloma 
of drugs 
Percentage of 
Inflammation 
Percentage 
of 
inhibition 
Remarks 
1. 
Drug 
Vasambu 
chooranam 
2ml 10mg 100mg 40 60 Significant 
2. 
Standard 
Ibu Brufen 
20 mg 10mg 55mg 22 78 - 
3. 
Control 
Water 
1ml 10mg 250mg 100.0 - - 
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ANNEXURE V 
LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS OF SHIGELLA SP 
 
COLLECTION OF STOOL SPECIMEN: 
Fresh stool specimens were collected in a clear, wide mouthed container 
with tightly fitted lid. Specimens that were mixed with water or urine and 
specimens take from patients who have received barium enema, medications 
containing mineral oil, bismuth, antibiotics, antimalarial or other chemical 
substances were considered unsuitable for examination.  
 Soon after collection, the lid of the container was tightly fitted to 
maintain adequate moisture. Stool specimens were never been frozen or thawed 
or placed in an incubator because parasitic forms may deteriorate rapidly. 
 
TEST FOR OCCULT BLOOD (Benzidine test) IN STOOL 
SPECIMEN FOR BACILLARY DYSENTRY 
 The presence of blood in the stool specimens characteristic bacillary 
dysentery was identified by this test. 
 Stool specimen was mixed with 5ml of water and from which 1ml of 
emulsified specimen was mixed with 1ml of benzidine reagent. 3% hydrogen 
peroxide was added. Blue colour reaction indicated the presence of blood in the 
stools. 
 
STOOL CULTURE FOR Shigella sp. 
 Selective culture media must be used to recover the significant species 
of bacteria from specimens that may harbour a mixture of microorganisms. 
Variety of culture media (eg.S.S.agar, Hektoen (HE) agar and xylose lysine 
doxycholate (XLD) agar) containing inhibitors to the growth of normal bowel 
flora to allow Shigella sp.to grow is available. 
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 In Shigella sp.culture SS agar was used since it contains five times the 
concentration of bile salts compared with Macconkey agar and is more 
inhibitory to E.coli. 
 
 The specimen from the container was touched by a sterile platinum 
loop and immediately transferred the inoculum into peptone water tube where 
it was kept for four to five hours to let the organism multiply. After inoculation 
the loop was immediately sterilized. The mouth of the tube was flamed before 
and after the inoculation and plugged with sterile cotton. 
 
 The dipped loop from peptone water tube was streaked on the S.S 
sugar plate in aseptic condition. It was incubated at 37 degree Celsius for 48hrs 
and the shigellae colonies was seen as colourless colonies after the incubation 
period. Single colony of Shigella was picked from the S.S agar plate and 
confirmed by the monospecific high titre sera for Shigella. Biochemical tests 
were not carried out since SS agar is highly selective media for shigella and 
high titre sera are more specific to Shigella. 
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ANNEXURE VI 
GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE 
POST – GRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
PALAYAMKOTTAI, TIRUNELVELI – 627 002. 
Branch IV- KUZHANDHAI MARUTHUVAM. 
CASESHEET PROFORMA FOR 
“MANTHA KAZHICHAL” 
Ward  :    Religion  : 
I.P.No :     Nationality  : 
Bed No :     Date of admission : 
Name  :    Date of discharge : 
Age  :    Diagnosis  : 
Sex  :    Result   : 
Fathers Name:    Medical Officer : 
Occupation : 
Income : 
Address :          
Informant : 
Complaints and Duration: 
History of Present illness: 
History of Previous illness: 
Birth History   : 
 1) Antenatal history              
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 2) Perinatal history 
 3) Neonatal history 
Developmental history  : 
Dietetic history   : 
Feeding history   : 
Family history   : 
Socio economic history  : 
Immunization history  : 
General conditions on examination: 
Consciousness   : 
Decubitus    : 
Stature    : 
Height    : 
Weight    : 
Head Circumference  : 
Mid arm circumference : 
Nutrition     
Facies    : 
Skin changes   : 
Pallor    : 
Cyanosis    : 
Jaundice    : 
Erythema    : 
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Haemangioma   : 
Lymphadenopathy  : 
Clubbing    : 
Koilonychia   : 
Jugular Vein pulsation  : 
Abdominal distention  : 
Engorge veins   : 
Pedal Oedema   : 
Temperature   : 
Pulse    
Rate/Minute   : 
Rhythm    :  
Volume    : 
Tension    : 
Character    : 
Peripheral pulses  : 
Heart rate    : 
 Respiration  
 Rate/Minute  :  
 Type    :  
 Character   : 
Blood Pressure   :               
   Right  Left  
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 Upper limb 
 Lower limb 
Congential abnormalities  
  (if any) 
SIDDHA ASPECTS 
 Nilam: 
 Kurinchi    : 
 Mullai    : 
 Marutham    : 
 Neithal    : 
 Palai     : 
Paruvakalam: 
 Kaar (Aavani – Purattasi)  : 
 Koothir (Iyppasi – Karthigai) : 
 Munpani (Markazhi – Thai) : 
 Pinpani (Masi – Panguni)  : 
 Elavenil (Chithirai – Vaikasi) : 
 Muthuvenil (Aani – Aadi)  : 
Udal Nilai 
 Vatham    : 
 Pitham    : 
 Kabam    : 
 Kalappu    : 
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 Gunam: 
 Sathuvam    : 
 Rasatham    : 
 Thamasam    : 
 Mummalam 
 Malam    : 
 Moothiram    : 
 Viyarvai    : 
 Poripulangal 
 Mei     : 
 Vaai     : 
 Kan     : 
 Mooku    :      
 Sevi     : 
 Kanmendhriyam: 
 Kai     :  
 Kaal     :  
 Vaai     :  
 Eruvaai    :  
 Karuvaai    :  
Pira Uruppukalin nilai: 
 Iruthayam    : 
 Puppusam    : 
 Eraippai    : 
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 Kalleeral    : 
 Manneeral    : 
 Kudal    : 
 Siruneeragam   : 
 Siruneerpai    : 
 Moolai    : 
Uyir Thathukkal: 
 Vatham: 
  Pirannan    : 
  Abannan    : 
  Viyannan    : 
  Uthannan    : 
  Samannan    : 
  Naagan    : 
  Koorman    : 
  Kirukaran    : 
  Dhevathathan   : 
  Dhananjeyan   : 
Pitha: 
  Analam    : 
  Ranjegam    :   
  Sathagam    :  
  Pirasagam    :   
  Alosagam    : 
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 Kapha:       
  Avalambagam   : 
  Kilethagam   : 
  Pothagam    : 
  Tharpagam   : 
  Sandhigam    : 
Udar Thathukkal: 
 Saaram    : 
 Senneer    : 
 Oon     : 
 Kozhuppu    : 
 Enbu     :  
 Moolai    : 
 Sukkilam/Suronitham  : 
Ennvagai Thervugal: 
 Naa     : 
 Niram    : 
 Mozhi    : 
 Vizhi    : 
 Sparisam    :  
Malam   
 Niram    : 
 Edai     : 
 Erugal    : 
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 Elagal    : 
Moothiram 
  Neerkuri    :            Neikuri  : 
  Niram     :  
  Edai    : 
  Manam    : 
  Nurai    :  
  Enjal    : 
Naadi  : 
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Height:  
Weight: 
Colour 
? 
? 
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History of Nail Biting 
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MODERN ASPECTS 
SYSTEMIC EXAMINATION: 
 Examination of the abdomen : 
Inspection    : 
 Shape of the abdomen 
 Umblicus – Shape, discharage, inflammatrion, nodule etc. 
 Movement 
 Pulsation 
 Dilated Veins 
 Herinal orifices 
 Skin 
 Scars and sinuses  
Palpation    : 
 Tenderness 
 Guarding 
 Rigidity 
 Tumour 
 Organomegaly 
Percussion    : 
 Fluid thrill 
 Shifting dullness 
Ausculation    : 
 Bruit 
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Eamination of other system   
Cardio vascular system  : 
Respiratory System   : 
Central Nervous System  : 
Genito urinary System  : 
LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 
Motion 
          Macroscopic   
 Number   : 
Amount   : 
 Colour   : 
 Nature   : 
 Reaction   : 
Microscopic     
Leuckocytes 
Occult blood    : 
Culture      : 
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Blood 
 Total WBC Count  : 
 Differential WBC Count : 
 Erythrocyte sedimentation  
Rate ½ hr : 
         1hr : 
Hemoglobin percentage : 
Urine: 
 Albumin   : 
 Sugar   : 
 Deposit   : 
Daily Progress 
Date Symptoms Medicine 
   
Advice 
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GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND 
HOSPITAL 
POST GRADUATE RESEARCH CENTRE 
PALAYAMKOTTAI 
BRANCH-IV KUZHANDHAI MARUTHUVAM 
ADMISSION-DISCHARGE SHEET FOR MANTHA KAZHICHAL 
I.P. NO  :       Occupation       : 
Bed no  :            Income        : 
Ward   :        Nationality       : 
Name   :        Religion                 : 
Age   :        Date of Admission    : 
Sex   :        Date of discharge     : 
Permanent address :                                     Diagnosis     :  
Temporary address :                                        Results                       : 
Informant  :        Medical officer          : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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CLINICAL PICTURES  
S.No Signs&Symptoms 
During 
Admission 
During 
Discharge 
1 Frequency of Motion   
2 Nature of Motion   
3 Tenesmus   
4 Post prandial evacuation of 
bowels 
  
5 Abdominal pain   
6 Tenderness   
7 Incessant cry   
8 Fever   
9 Nausea and vomiting   
10 Others, if any   
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